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Gym 101: the Usury n mil at im

Denning sanity

Before being blessed by URECs futuristic style,
the evolution of ]MU gyms over the decades
went from humble to state-of-the-art.

The predominately female cast of XhamberWOsic^iW
explores tlie realms of insanity while including Hie audience in the tctkm.
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Bukas ground Seahawks
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Women's basketball defeats the University
of North Carolina-Wilmington despite off
games by its tuv leading scorers.
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Marchers speak
of MLK's dream

Students share
poetic words to
remember MLK

Fire Mum txHngubhed ,i fire
in In.' Ashby Cnissing .lpartmt-nl
complex Saturday morning.
Tnc damage, confined to (he
• 'Menor of apartment 1151 Misestimated at $10,000, according to
Harrisonburg Fire Chief Larry
Shifflett.
The fire started near an outside
storage ctoMl on the balcony,
according to Shifflett. The occuCants of the building reportedly
ad a party thai night and people
on the balcony appeared to have
extinguished their cigarettes in a
flowerpot on the balconv causing
the fire

ss HANI BURY
contributing writer

BY LINDSAY MARTI

"What do vour dreams consist
of?" That was the question sophomore )amaal Crowder asked in one
of his poems read dunng a poetry
reading honoring Martin Luther
King Jr. at the Taylor Down Under
stage Friday night.
The poetry reading was part of
"Witnessing the Dream: A Night at
TDU," organised bv the Center for
Multicultural / International Student
Services (CMISS) in conjunction with
the weekend celebration of the life
and work of Martin Luther King |r.
Similar to the March and Speak
Out held on campus last Thursday
this event offered students BJI
opportunity to stand up and let
thai thought* be known, but in a
smaller, more personal setting.
It's really a good follow-up for
the Vlarch/Speak-Out," said junior I'hilip Duh.irt, co-chair of the

Students, faculty, start ami
community
members
marched from Zane Showker
Hall to the commons, then
participated in a speak-out
Thursday as part of JMU's
15th annual Martin Luther
King )r. celebration
According
to
Stacy
Edwards, director of the
Center for Multicultural/
International
Student
Services, the march was a
tribute to "the life and legacy of Dr. King and others
before him that fought for
freedom and rights."
Edwards said the SpeakOut gave participants a
chance to share their thoughts
on MLK's influence.
Graduate student of
CMISS Stephanie Pupal
co-chaired the celebration
with fellow grad student

BY JI

— compiled from staff reports

Batik,
CHRIS 1 \H/l)\/u,tll /thungniphei
Senior David Helfrlch performs poetic works at
"Witnessing the Dream: A Night at TDU" held
Friday.
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Ashby cigarette
fire causes
$10,000 damage

Calling it quits:
to smoke or not
to smoke?

Sunny

news editor

see POETS, page 14

Tracy Epps.
Dupal said, "[For] this
Speak-Out people had in mind
'Daiv to dream' (this year's
MLK celebration thcme>"
Six1 slid speakers were
challenged to talk about
their dreams and define
tlnMi goal-, and Mpirattom.
"This is a universirywfcle .elebration of a man
who sacrificed his life for a
greater
good
—
for
mankind,' Edwards said.
"The celebration is an
opportunity to thank him
[and to| offer homage in the
■ great opporiaoit
Dupal said, "JMU has really so much to offer students.
I living this [universify-wide|
celebration and having the
day off shows how much the
untvantty is dedicated to the
dream of having people come

see MLK, page 5

Steps to a future of 'Excellence'

JAMES DAVID

assistant news editor
Lights out.
"More than 400.000 deaths in
the United States each year are
from smoking-related illnesses," a
Surgeon General's report on smoking cessation, or quitting, reports.
The report, titled "The Health
Ik'iu'his of Smoking Cessation,"
also says, "More than 38 million
Americans have quit smoking, and
almosl half of all living adults in
the United Slates who ever
smoked have quit. Nevertheless,
more than St) million AmariCaM
continue to amoke."
Smoking statistics
At JMU, about 26 percent of students smoke cigarettes, according
to the 2001 Continuing Student
Survey results More specifically,
about 9 percent smoke leal than
one cigarette a day while another 9
percent smoke one to five cigarettes a day. Four percent smoke
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Delta Sigma Theta
sorority honored ita
30th anniversary
Saturday In
"Celebrating 30
Years of Excellence,"
hosted by the groups
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Seven
projectors
stolen
from COB
B*! Rl-.BI-kAH PORTKK
staff writer
Four multimedia projectors
were removed from ceiling mounts
in different rooms of Zane Showker
Hall between 6
p.m. )an. 12 and
7:25 a.m. Jan. 14.
Three additional
Sharp
Video Protectors
were
stolen
from
the
( ullege
of —- —
Business build COB goes back
■ng dunng the *£*£*'
Fall semester Projector..

Two

Were

remm ed the weekend of Nov. 30 to
Dec. 3, and the- oilier was reported
missing on Dec. 14, according to
police reports
In total, seven stolen pNJCClOM
WCN pried from their mounting
brackets in several Showker classrooms. The replacement fee lor
each projector is roughly $4,100,
according to Charles Bilbrey, COB
associate dean.
Bilbrey said the COB will be
partially reimbursed under state
[naurancc coverage Questions as to
how the thieves gained access into
the Showker llaimrani are currently under investigation.
Night cleaning crews make sure
HC COM

lota Alpha chapter.
Right, Alumnae
Marclna Williams
('00), front, and
Shana Roscoe. ('95)
book, from the sorority's Northern Virginia
Alumni Chapter perform In a step show
In Grafton-Stovall
Theatre. JMU's lota
Alpha chapter of OST
was charteredln
1971 and maintains
an Involved alumni
base. Other highlights of the the celebration Included
poetry readings and
performances by the
Contemporary Gospel
Singers and 4Men.
a newly formed allmale a cappella
group.

BRIAN MAI \ Ji iwmhutmi; phohigniplH-r

JMU to explore in-vehicle Internet
Congress gives $1.5 million grant for program to research 'intelligent transportation sytems'
— wireless Internet technology could allow drivers to make hotel reservations from car
(.HAKI
contributing writer

BY BRANDON HI

In the not-too-distant
future, your new car mav
come equipped with a computer system allowing you
in ,u>t's*. detailed information about locflj nMaurants
hotels,
emergency health
care and more via the win1
less Internet. With $13 million in funding recently
appropriated by Congress, a
new program at JMU will
so<m undertake .1 war of
its. anil into these so-called
intelligent transportation
systems."
"There's a numbei Q|
things we're planning on
doing," said David Bernstein.
who will work on the
upcoming program. "In general, our work is going to
focus on en route commerce
and in-vehicle Internet."
Possible applications of
this technology range from
navigation systems with real
time traffic information to the

ability to find and reserve a
local hotel room, all of whith
OOuld be accomplished from
the Mil of -i moving car. The
federal funding will allow
JMU an early entrance into
this burgeoning tield
"We II be working with
the Virginia Department of
Transportation to conduct
n«search into the incorporation of en route commerce
into existing and proposed
intelligent transportation systems, then transferring these
hndings to tin- government
and industry," said |ohn
\ottsinger. asstviale vice

ptaaftdenl of of research and
program development.
Noftsinger serves as a li.iison between (MU and
Congress and played a large
part in helping to secure the
funding tor this project. He
ibaeeao il>-' vast potential of
intelligent
transportation,
calling it "a very timely area;
. mt-ii'.fi ot e-commerce, geographu systems and highwa) nfet)
According to Bernstein,
the first stagi' of the |MU prograin will be a public safety
project studying the extension of current £-911 services.
"E-911" refers to the ability of
cell phones to locate themselves, something which can
gn'atly expedite me itaponae
01 enwiyncy personnel if a
cell phone is used to make
the dutntel CaD. Ihis ability,
which is accomplished \ 1a
the
Global
Positioning
System or through a process
known as cellular triangulation, M«m will be federally

required ot all new cell
phones
JMU will investigate tin-

extenaton of this leonnoloajy
in order to furtlier Improve
the ability i>t emergency personnel to respond quickly
and effectively to emergent v
calls. "The
near
rutUM
entails working with -.mart
phones,' which are phones
thai run Java programs."
Bernstein said. These phones
could be used to download
information pertinent to
one s speotic emergent, v.
whether it be M\ adverse
reaction lo a drug or a poisonous snake bite.
According
to
|erry
Benson, dean ot the College
of Integrated Science and
Technology, the monev will
be
received
sometime
before Sept. 30, the end of
the fool vaac
While no startup dale has

bow Kt the project mould
*r JMU. page 5

JMU drives into
new technology
S1.5 million to research
'intelligent transportation
systems'. Possible applications to include:
I En route commerce —
mav allow drivers to
make hotel reservations,
shop, etc. in the car
I In-vehicle Internet —
may include features to
improve highway safety
I Navigation systems with
realtime traffic information
"E 911": studies to
research ability of cell
I phones to locate them
selves to expedite
response of emergency
l-litjlf! if cell phone
is used to make dis
trees call
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• Ruth information sessions for Pi Sigma Epsilon 7:30 p.m.,
Taylor 305

• BaptM Student Union Hispanic Migrant Ministry, 5:45
p.m., Student Baptist * enttf .it thi- corner of South Main
l : and Ontr.-ll Avenue. Work with Mexican farmers
Ministry IndudtS vollevKill. tinging, \ i.leo. HMimony.
BS) tutoring and friendship building Spatting Spanish
i> helpful but not required, contact Archie at 434-6822
• Come join Circle K1 Have fun and help your communif\ t Irde K meets ever) lucsdayil 6 p.m., Taylor
906. lor more information, contact Amy at
aktrains'ufioi COM

POLICE LOG

• Madison Society -■ general meelmgs on Tuesday nights at
8 p.m. in Taylor 400

3

Ashby thefts

3

OPINION

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 23
• CARE weekly meetings, 7 p.m., Taylor 305, for more information, contact Erin Strine at Mrimtm
• Rush information letfJOHB for Pi Sigma Epsilon 7:30 p.m.,
Taylor 305
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In brief Ribbon cutting
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suitable as job alternative
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automotive industry
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Spotlight What is your favonte
80s fad'
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LIFESTYLES

Today
Mostly Sunny

A JMU student reported 30 pieces of
clothing missing from Fredenkson
Hall Jan 6
In other matters, campus police
report the following
Uttering
• Heather R Barnes. 18. ol
Hampton, was arrested and charged
with uttering, receiving stolen property and obtaining money by a false
pretense Jan 16 at 2:20 p.m.
Grand Larceny
• Unknown persons removed several pieces of audio equipment from
the Music Building between Jan 10
al 4 p.m and Jan. 15 at 8 a.m.
• JMU staff reported an unknown
person removed a wallet from a
purse at PC Dukes Jan 15
between 2:30 and 9 p.m.

Underage Possession of
Alcohol
• Shawn M Raver. 18. of
Reisterstown, Md , was charged
with underage possession of alcohol
in McGraw-Long Hall Jan. 17 at
2 15am
• Non-student Brian M. O'Neill, 19.
ol Barnegat, N J . was charged with
underage possession at the intersection of Bluestone Drive at South
Mam Street Jan 18 at 2:38 am
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1929-2002 A gym Odyssey
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MARKET WATCH
Sunday. January 20.2002
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AMEX
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Number of drunk in public charges
since Aug 25: 78
Number of parking tickets issued

NASDAQ

T
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55.48 f

between Jan 7 and 13: 810

INFORMATION
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Petty Larceny
• Four wheel covers were reported
stolen from a vehicle parked in R1lot between Jan 8 at 1 p.m. and
Jan 17 at 5 p.m.
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Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons

Stone Gate

1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
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www.lbjlimited.com
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"Obviously, this is the culmination of a lot of people
doing a lot of hard work ..."

■ Ashby thefts
Ashby students express
safety concerns after
fall semester ihefts

CHRISTOPHER NYE

Blue Ridge Area Health
Education Center
sec below

Ashby Hall residents recall Fall thefts
Almost $1,000 worth of items were stolen last semester, according to residents
BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

senior writer
Although no charges have
been made, Ashby 1 toll's hall
director said the danger o( Iheft
that residents dealt with last
semester is no longer present at
the residence hall. Almost $1,000
worth of items were stolen from
residents last semest.T
'It's a negative thing that's
happened,"
said
Licinia
Barrueco, hall director of Ashby
Hall, which is in its second year
of operation as year-round oncampus housing for international students. Prospective residents apply to live in Ashby
Hall and go through an interview process.
Even though the suspected
source of the theft is gone, residents are saddened by their loss-

U.S. Representative
to join in ribboncutting ceremony
U.S. Rep. Bob Goodlatte will
participate in a ribbon-cutting
ceremony for a federally funded health outreach center
today at 3 p.m. in room 259 of
the ISAT/CS Building.
The new Virginia Center (or
Health Outreach is an initiative
set up to support communityhealth workers, according to a
JMU
press
release
Community-health workers
are "trained lay people who
serve as health resources in
the communities where they
live and work."

In Brief
The center will educate the
public about the contributions
community-health care workers make, according to the
release. For community-health
workers, the center will "provide technical and research
assistance, program evaluation and a forum for the exploration of important health-care
issues."
VCHO was made possible
through the efforts of a variety
of state organizations and
agencies, according to the
advisory, that will "create a
structure that will support the
efforts of community-health
workers"

es from last semester.
"I'm pissed still," said
freshman Chelsea Jenkins,
who had between $500 and
$700 worth of clothes stolen.
"It was just shiKking." (enkins
said she's missing 18 pairs of
underwear, several pairs of
socks, pants, sweaters, mark
ITS and lipstick.
This (Ashby Hall) is a special place, supposedly," said
senior Maria-Jos£ Ovalle, who
said she had that- $10 to $15 silver rings stolen.
JMU Police Department
Chief l« Shifflett said his
department has not been notified about these incidents. "We
have no active investigation at
this time, nor have we Kid a
Lompl.iint," he said.
Michael Way, director of the

Christopher Nye. executive
director of the Blue Ridge Area
Health Education Center at
JMU, said, "Obviously, this is
the culmination of a lot of people doing a lot of hard work
and these people understand
the value of community-health
workers within Virginia's
healthcare-delivery system."

Office of judicial Affairs, also
said that no current investigations or hearings are underway
for these thefts

-«We put a chain on our
door early in the
semester. It was a
precautionary thing.
— Gruschenka Saraiva

99
Barrueco said she did not
notify the authorities of all the

thefts in her building because her
residents asked her not to.
Freshman
Meesha
Kolyadov, who is missing
money, socks and underwear,
said items disappeared from
residents since the beginning
of last semester.
junior Gruschenka Saraiva
said a dress worth $150 was
stolen from her. "I was very
upset/' Saraiva MkL "It was the
day before Winter Break. I think
it's sad."
Saraiva
said
someone
opened the dryer while she was
doing her laundry and stole the
dress. According to Saraiva, at
least seven people have had
possessions stolen, "maybe
even more." Resident freshman
Gabby Andino said she's ni^s
ing a pair of jeans, as well.

According lo Saraiva, Aflhby
Hall does not have locks on
suite bathroom doors prohibiting entrance into adjoining
rooms. "We put a chain on our
door early in the semester,"
Siraiva said. "It was a precautionary thing."
Ovalle said that since the initial thefts, more people have
been putting Iheir own locks on
bathroom suite doors.
According to Barrueco,
when Ashby was renovated
two years ,\f,o, a federal law
mandated that adjoining
suite doors not have locks, in
case a resident needs emergency attention, such as in
the case of a suicide Ihus.
Ashby will not be placing
locks on the doors, but policy
allows students to put them

up themselves.
Many international students
are dependent upon the yearround on-campus dorm for
housing. "I don't even know
where I'm going to live next
semester," Saraiva said. "When
things like this happen, it jut)
gives you no desire to live on
campus anymore."
Other students are still positive about the hall following the
events.
Freshman
George
Christodoulides said he is considering returning to live in
Ashby Hall next year. "It has
good people and it's very near
tit my (lasses," he said.
Applications to live in
Ashby Hall next semester are
due by 5 p.m. Feb. 6 to
Huffman B101 for both returning and new students.

All abroad!

JMU takes charge of
"Knowledge" Web
site
JMU's College of Education
will oversee and manage a
Web site launched in 1998 by
former Virginia first lady
Roxane Gilmore that has
served as an online, interactive resource lor educators in
the commonwealth.
The
Web
site.
"A
Commonwealth
of
Knowledge: Virginia's Site for
Educators." located at
www knowledge.state.va us.
has logged more than half a
million visitors since its
launching.
The JMU College of
Education will oversee the
Web site in coordination with
faculty and staff, a Web site
advisory committee, the
Virginia Board of Education,
the Virginia Department of
Education and its committee
of Virginia teachers of the
year, and the Virginia
Information Providers Network
(VIPNet).
— compiled from stall reports

s<\R XII HLHZ. u.il! l<h>4ognip*er

Sophomore John Dalton seeks Information from Program Administrator for International Programs Peggy
Zeh during the Summer Study Abroad Fair Thursday In Taylor 202.

Fraternity to raise money for MLK monument
H. JOHNSON
The Record

BY PAUL

The nation's oldest black
fraternity, Alpha Phi Alpha, is
conducting a major fund-raising drive to build a monument honoring its most
famous
member, Martin
Luther King Jr.
But before the organization
can bring the $100 million
project to fruition, it must satisfy the demands of the fallen
civil rights leader's family,
which controls King's famous
visage and speeches and
wants a donation to its foundation before giving its blessing to the venture
If the center declines to
back the project, Alpha Phi
Alpha could run out of time. It
has only until November 20X13
to raise the funds and break
ground on the project under a
federal law authorizing it as
the sponsor
Representatives of both
groups downplay the sigmti
cance of the issue.
'The discussion is between
two non-profits with a mutual
interest to see the memorial
built in Dr. King's honor,"
Tricia Harris, managing director of the Martin Luther King
Jr. Center for Nonviolent
Social Change Inc., said in a
statement.
Officials from the Martin
Luther King |r. National
Memorial Project foundation,
the group founded by Alpha

Phi Alpha, expect to gain the
support of the King family,
raise the money, and finish the
monument.
"It really is America's
memorial. It's going to take contributions from all Americans to
get this done," said Marvin
Warblers,
a
foundation
spokesman.
If the monument is built,
King would join Thomas
Jefferson and Abraham Lincoln
as the only Americans honored
on the Washington Mall
"We're just busting at the
seams, proud lo be doing this
for our country," said Harry
Johnson, national president
of Alpha Phi Alpha and head
of the fund-raising organization.
King was born on (an. 15,
1929. The federal holiday celebrating his birthday was
observed yesterday.
Johnson Mid the foundation
is working closely with the King
family to ease concerns the family might have over the use of
King's image.
"It's |ust something we need
to work out with them,"
Johnson said. "They've been
supportive of us; we just need to
come to some agreement with
them."
Still, the family's claim has
rubbed some the wrong way.
"You can do Martin Luther
King Boulevard in every city
in the country and 1 don't
think they expect to get pay-

ment for that," said Maxim
"Mac" Waldbaum, a New
York City intellectual property lawyer.
Johnson said plans for a
King monument emerged as
early as 1983 as fraternity
members considered ways to
recognize the accomplishments of the civil rights
movement. They decided to
honor King and pressed
Congress to authorize a monument in Washington.
"He really remains in my
mind, and most minds, one of
the most influential figures in
American history," Johnson
said, adding that the fraternity is set to go public with its
plan to solicit donations in a
few weeks.
Congress
first
gave
approval to the King memorial
in 19%, when it passed legislation lo construct a monument
in Washington. In 1998, it
agreed to site the monument
on the Mall across the tidal
basin from the Jefferson
Memorial.
The King monument would
be close to the Lincoln
Memorial, where King gave
his famous "I Have a Dream"
speech in 1963.
The legislation authorized
Alpha Phi Alpha to raise $100
million for the monument. A
San Francisco-based architectural design firm, the ROMA
Design Group, created the plan
for the installation, which

mm

would be shaped like a half
moon with a curved wall lined
with quotes from King and the
texts of his speeches. The King
family has not objected to the
design.
The design includes a
sculpture at the center showing King emerging from a
mountaintop, looking toward
the Jefferson Memorial, and
pointing with a pencil to
words from his speech titled
"The Promissory Note."

66
We're just busting at
the seams, proud to be
doing this for our
country.
— Harry Johason
Alpha Phi Alpha nalion.il president

99
Alpha Phi Alpha, founded
in 1906 at Cornell University
in Ithaca, N.Y, by seven black
men is the oldest black fraternity in the nation and has
DON than 100,000 members
worldwide.
lb alumni include W. E. B.
DuBois, a co founder of the
National Association for the
Advancement of
Colored

People, former Supreme Court
Justice Thurgood Marshall and
former New York City Mayor
David Din kins.
"I liked the sense of history,"
said the Rev (Gregory Jai:kson of
Mount Olive Baptist Church in
Hackensack. N.J., in explaining
why he joined
lie believes the fraternity
will construct something that
will beih'fit everyone and highlight the contributions of blacks
by honoring King.
"If you gotoD.C, you see all
of these monuments down
there, but you see very few, if
any, African Americans," he
said.
"I'm very excited about (the

monument)/ Mid

( hartta

Brown,
an
attorney
in
Hackensack, N.|, and fraternity
member. "It makes a lot of sense.
It's a worthwhile project"
The November 2003 deadline
is drawing ever cloeser. however.
"The assertion that the King
family is requesting a license fee
derived (mm fund raiding If
false," the King Center said in a
statement
"Once any agreement is
reached, any funds that we
receive will go toward supporting the King Center's mission,"
said Truia Harris, the King
Center's managing director.
Waldbaum laid the King
family doesn't have the legal
right to demand any form of
payment for I public monument when- a fee isn't being

charged for entry and any
money being raised isn't going
to a profit-making institution.
"Where's the line drawn? I
think the line's pretty clear
where someone's sculpting a
figure," said Waldbaum, who
has represented the estate of
I red Astaire, among others.
He said King is sufficiently a public figure — he has a
national holiday in his memory — that there should be no
charge for the use of his
image on public monuments.
The only stipulation the family can make, he said, is to
insist that the image isn't
being harmed.
Waldbaum said the family
can'l treat his legacy the same
way the family of Elvis
Presley or Fred Astaire might,
keeping close watch for copyright infringements and selling performances for comiiHRi.ils, as the King family
did last year when it licensed
the I Have a Dream" speech
for use by Alcatel, a French
phone company.
"He is now as famous as
am public figure," Waldbaum
said. "He's no different from
I homafl Jefferson or Abraham
Lincoln."
Donations toward erection
of the monument can be made
online at umivmlkmittiorialoiv,
or by mail at The Martin Luther
King |r National Memorial
Project Foundation, Dept. 211
Washington, D.C. 20055.
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Gunman kills three at Va. law school, police say
B\ )\ PI Hit Cil I ll EM \H
AND STEPHANIE SIMON

Lt>.\ Angt It i Times

A student apparently bate
ova Ulina Btdee bunrt into
the dean's 00108 with .i semiautomatic pistol and killed the
dean, a professor .ind then
another student Wednesday at a
small private law school amid
the aul fields of Appalachia,
■ufhorita said.
Other studi-nts tackled the
gunman minutes after he stalked
through the tiny campus of the
Appalachian School of Law
where he wounded tha»e others
during the ihootinfl spree.
State police said they were
holding Peter Odighizuwa, a
43-year-old Nigerian immigrant, in custody as the suspected gunman. He had been dismtand from the law ichool ear
lier Wednesday, oilier students
said it w.is the MCOnd time that
he had tailed InM \c.ii dMMfl
"Pray for me/" Odighi/uwa
said to ,i professor right before

he started shooting, according
to police.
Students
described
Odighi/uwa as a loner who
spoke with such a strong
accent that it WM d if fit ult for
them to understand him.
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It baked like a war
zone.
— Jack Rriggs
counl\ medical cumincr
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Odighi/uwa lUeoedry shot
dean L Anthony Sutin and prot.ssor Thomas Blackwell in
their offices, then opened fire,
emptying two magazines of
.380 bullets in a student lounge,
where his t. limmrlhH u eie gath-
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The Chronicle

An alumnus of the Duke
School * «l I aw was among the
victims ol Wednesday's shooting at the Appalachian School ot
Law in Virginia.
I'homas Blackwell. l.aw '86,
was an aaaodale professor al the
law school who taught intellectual property, jurisprudence and
legal writing.
Blackwell, as well as a BtudanJ
and the law school's dean, were
killed when a disgruntled student
opened fire inside the s* h«»>l
"We were all very proud of
Tom," said Katharine Bartlett,
dean of Duke's law school and
A. Kenneth Pye Professor of
Law. "I was fortunate to have
\ isitixi with him earlier this
month at a professional conference. He was enthusiast],
about his teaching and loved
Appalachian. He will be
missed. Our deepest sympathies go out to his famiiy and
to the Appalachian School of
I aw community"
Blackwell earned tenure at
Appalachian in 2000 after join-

getting
picked on,"
said
Kenneth Brown, a first-year student. "I had been told to stay
away from him."

MVCral students bundled the
wounded into cars and drove
them to the local hospital. Two
other students, both former
police officers, took control of
the room and tried to maintain
the integrit) of the crime scene.
"There was a huge puddle
of blood (around one victim)
and a trail of bUxxl across the
Moor," said firsl-year student
Eric Creed, who helped ona
nize the stretcher brigade. "We
were just shocked. Everyone is
so shocked."
Odighizuwa was described
as a foul-tempered student who
would talk back in das-.
"Peter would snap at you
for no reason — even when
you tried to reach out to him,"
said second year law student
Zeke Jackson.
He seemed to have stniggled from the moment he
arrived, an immigrant with four
young children and a wife and a
MTH HIS grudge.
1 lc always thought he was

-66Peter would snap at
you for no reason —
even when you tried to
reach out to him.
— Zeke Jackson
second year la» sludcnl
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Grundy. population just over
I At), and sandwiched between
the rolling hills of Appaladii.i.
was in disbelief Wednesd.u .1-.
news crews rolled in one alter
the other and Virginia slate
tnxtpers cordoned oft the twostory brick law school with yellow police tape.

"Such a close-knit community," said Gov. Mark Warner, a
(ormer member of the law
school's board, "will feel such a
•r.ii-.'.K especially deeply."
Kstablished five years ago in
,1 renovated junior high, the
school set forth a mission of
training attorneys to serve rural
Virginia, West Virginia and
Kentucky. Its founders hoped
that the school would bring
prestige to a region long stereotyped as hillbilly.
Last year the school, which
has about 250 students, graduated its first class of 34.
"It was a very big deal to
get the school in the first place,
and then to get it accredited,"
said Ed Talbott, director of the
local library.
One fervent believer in that
mission was the 42-year-old
Sutin. a 1984 Harvard Law
School graduate who came to
Appalachia after serving as an
.i-.sisl.int .iltomey general during
the Clinton administration.

UVa. deals with state budget cuts

Shooting victim was
Duke U. graduate
Di KE U.

tnd over lunch.
1 he third fatality was identified as Angela Dales, 33, a former recruiter for the law school
who had enrolled as a student
last nmftttr
"The dean and the professor
MRtN executed
at point-blank
range,'" said lack Briggs, the
county medical examiner. "The
dean had a white shirt on, and
you can see the two bullet holes
in his back. You could see the
powder bums
Two of the wounded students wan shot m the back*
apparently as they attempted to
flee the lounge, Briggs said. "It
looked like a war /one," he Mid
All the wounded were airlifted
to hospitals in Tennessee.
Students who responded to
the sound of the gunshots
described a nightmarish scene
in the lounge — and what
seemed an interminable wait
before police and paramedics
arrived. Using folding coffee
tables as makeshift stretchers

BY PAUL QUINLAN

Cavalier Daily

ing the faculty as an assistant
PfOfaaaOf in IW. Prior to thai,
In' was | \'isiting assistant profeaaof ol law al Chicago-Ken)
College ol I aw
Mtai graduating
from
Duke, Blackwell worked as an
associate
at
Jenkins
&
Gilchrist in Dallas until 1992,
when he opened his own
practice there.

We were all very proud
of Tom...
- Katharine Bartlett
Duke law school dean

5?
At Duke, Blackwell was an
editor of the |oumal Law and
Contemporary Problems and
president of the Married
Students Association. He was
also among the tirst to participate in a joint degree program
at Duke Law School, earning a
master s In phih>sophy.

University
of
Virginia
administrators,
like
other
Virginia college officials, had
braced themselves for the finan
dal lallout from Yirginu
billion budgetarv morass
The expected bad news
arrived Dec. 26 when former
Gov. lames t.ilmore's recommended 2 percent budget cuts
tor state agencies - meaning a
$3.2 million of lost funding for
the university.
But those cuts were only
the beginning.
Facing the current year's
budget shortfall of $1.2 billion,
Democrat!* Gov Mark Warner,
in his first address to the
Republican-controlled
Virginia General Assembly,
recommended
increasing
Gilmore's recommended cut
from 2 to 3 percent of funds for
the fiscal year.
Preparing for the next few
years, Warner also recommended future cuts totaling 7
percent in 2003 and 8 percent
tor 2004 — both greater than
Gilmore's suggested 6 percent
tor the two years.

fall, asking school and department heads to draw up plans
preparing for a cut in Itate
hinds of up to HI peroenl
Current plans to pare
down
expenses
rely on
employee attrition, coupled
with a temporary luapansfon
of new faculty Nan has
"A lot of schools have called
off their searches to fill vacant
positions, and some have
defend oltice and equipment
expenses," Sheehy said
However, it is still unclear
how the billion-dollar budget
morass will affect the university
in the long rim.
With the recent loss ot the
No. 1 spot in U.S. Him & Worhi
Report top public imtvtraity
rankings to Universily of
California Berkeley,
officials
acknowledge the poor timing ot
the cutbacks.
In the (/ S Nrua' category of
"financial
resources/
the
University tell from Mth to 66th
place, prompting many lo
blame the slip in overall ranking
to second place on the Stated
dwindling financial support for
the university.

"The news is going to get
worse before it sett better," said
Liny Sabato, professor of government and foreign affairs.
"That is ominous for UVa."

6 6They could pass a truly
expensive bond issue,
but the proposed capital
outlay isn't enough...
— Larry Sabato
L'Va. proft«of of go\eminent and
foreign affairs
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I niVCfSit)
administrators
are working to allocate the
reduction across university
departments, but despite the
IncKaaed financial demands,
officials do not anticipate having to resort to layoffs, according to Colette Sheehy, university
vice president for management
and budget.
According to Sheehy, administrators anticipated the short-

The state is "falling well

short of even coming close to
doing what it takes to become
the No. I public university,"
Sabato said
In a move that potentially
could soften the financial
blow. Sen. John Chichester,
Senate finance committee
chairman, and
Delegate
Vincent Callahan jr.. House
appropriations
committee
chairman, both Republicans,
together proposed a bill Jan.
7 for a $1.6 billion bond
issue
that
would raise
money for buildings and
other capital projects for
Virginia's colleges
Warner criticized the proposal, citing a need to weigh the
cost of the annual debt service.
"They could pass a truly
expensive bond issue, but the
proposed capital outlay isn't
enough," Sabato said. "It doesn't cover operating expenses."
Sheehy said, "We're aware
that the revenue picture is nol
good, and it appears to be
worsening. Our hope is lhat
they would limit the amount
they would cut, but then
again, they have lo balance
the budget."
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Smokers share stories of MLK honored in march
quitting, starting up again
MIJi, from page 1

SMOKERS, from pa%e 1
half a pack a day while I percent
smoke one whole pack a day
Two percent smoke two or more
whole packs a day.
While the number of those
not smoking has steadily
increased in the past four years,
according to the survey, the percent of those smoking two or
more packs a day rose this year
by 2 percent.
The survey, administered in
late
October
and
early
November, gathered information from 2,535 undergraduate
students.

A current quitter's story
Out of the percentage of
smokers, some have decided to
stop smoking because of their
participation in sports. One such
JMU student had her last cigarette Friday, (an. A at 5 p.m.
"I usually quit once my athletic season gets picked up, so
I've known for a few months
that I'd be quitting," she said.
The JMU student reported
that she had to first mentally
prepare herself for quirting and
remind herself "that life would
not end because of it."
After the preparation, she
weaned herself off cigarettes by
picking a day to quit and smoking less and less. "For example,
when I left for [Winter Break] I
was smoking about 10 to 15 (cigarettes) a day, and right before I
quit I was smoking four (cigarettes) a day.
"On the day that 1 stopped, I
just finished the last cigarette of
my pack, and then I was done, I
guess."
Currently, she continued to
avoid smoking and found exercising helps keep her desire for
a cigarette down. "Now I am
exercising a lot so I don't actually even want to smoke. It's
nice to be able to run without
passing out."
Quitting did come with its
challenges. "The hardest time is
when I'm out. I went to a party
last night and almost cracked
because I'm so used to smoking
a lot when 1 drink."
Some quitters choose meth-
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26 percent of JMU students smoke. Above is
the breakdown of those smokers.
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STEPHANIE NELSOWgruphicsrAlor

ods such as the patch or nicotine
gum, but not all people agree
that those methods would work
for them
"I think it depends on your
personality and what you need.
I considered going on a medication ... but it was just a little too
expensive I think these things
could work for certain people.
For me, I'm finding th.it I have .i
much stronger psychological
addiction than t physical one,"
slii- said.

A past quitter's story
Another JMU student quit in
January 2001 and reflected on
her unsuccessful attempt at
quitting.
She said she managed not to
smoke cigarettes until October
by using nicotine patches.
"Now, I am smoking again but
not nearly as he.ivilv"
Two main things helped her
stay away from smoking cigarettes. "I quit with someone, my
boyfriend. I also spent over $300
on the patch, so knowing that I
had spent so much money motivated me to keep it up."
The idea that smoking had
become routine led her back to
her smoking habit. "1 had been
smoking since the eighth grade,
so 1 was used to having a cigarette
after I ati1, when I walked to class
and while I was on the phone."

Reverting back to old habits
with just one cigarette led her to
smoking again. "I was doing
well for a while, and then my
boyfriend and I had one cigarette just to see if we still liked it.
It was harsh and not really that
good, but then I started to crave
them. Then it was just a pack on
the weekend. Then (only) when
I drank, and now I am smoking
again "

together and not only lenm and
do constructive things, but learn
about each other."
I Hip.il said the march was not
a protest but rather an acknowledgement of MLK's importance.
She said students manned and
sang spirituals to focus on themselves to see what they can do for
the common good.
The Speak-Out was very
similar to a testimonial meeting, according to Dupal.
She said that international,
American and students from
numerous ethnic backgrounds
participated.
Following the Speak-Out,
CMISS sponsored an ever-

The
American
Lung
Association's
Web
site
wwa\lungu$a.org featured several tips on quitting smoking.
They included:
• Be aware that smokers have
different experiences when they
quit. They may feel sleepy or
very excited, lightheaded, nervous or irritable. Or they might
crave tobacco or sweets or have
headaches.
• Be sure to get some exercise
every day. For example, walking
is a great way to reduce the stress
of quitting. Exercise is a big boost
tm\.mi feeling better, improving
spirits and keeping trim.
• Get plenty of sleep, eat a balanced diet and drink lots of water.
• Ask family, friends and coworkers to help. I laving someone to take a walk with or just
tolisten can give a needed
boost.

Mission Coffee <*

less,'' Edwards Mid. "Peopk'
[today] can UM the [inspirational]
thirty he said back then."
Assistant Vice Pwsicfanl of
Student Affairs (or Multicutur.il
Awareness Zebulun Davenport
■id it ii Important for the JMU
community to be involved in
the MEK events in onler to

experience divenHy
He said, 'The more a Dtfion
knows about others— whetlu r
ethnicity, gender, [etc.)
the
richer that person is "

Davanporl

Mid,

(MEK celebration)
opportunity for all
come together, live
Dr. King had and
one another"

"This

is a great
people to
the dream
... respect

COB takes precautions after thefts
COB, from /wye I
the KXMM are kicked, according to Bilbrey COB nnofofltm
also are beinf; advised to make
sure that their rooms are
secure before leaving.
Bilbrey was unsure why
the projectors have been targeted for theft, other than their
high monetary value.
In the couple weeks it will
take for new projector*, to he
ordered and installed in the

bundariztd classrooms, ( <>H
professors and students are

Advice

green tree planting outside the
exit near the t MISS office in
Warren Mall
bdwards said that the tree, a
permanent fixture, represents a
"living memorial of Dr. King
and his life and legacy."
Edwards said that some of the
organizations in attendance at the
March and Speak-Out induded
members
of
the
Student
Government Association, Alpha
ITvi Alpha fraternity, IX'ltn Sigma
Theta sorority. Contemporary
Gospel Singers and the Black
Student Alliance.
Organization of the MLK
celebration events began last
CVtober, according to Depal.
I> King's words are tirrvc-

trying to cope with the current situation.
"Dr. Bilbrey has supervised
the reinstallation of an old,
first-generation
projector,"
said associate professor of
marketing William I'aranda.
"It's a little pasl its prime
and looks gigantic compared
to the newer models, but it's
been very helpful. He (Bilbrey)
and the installers who made
that happen so quickly should
he t nmmended," he said.

ttonfl Uvoming the norm in
most classrooms, the theft of
the projrt tors has forced some
professors "to go back to other
methods
[or
teaching),"
Faranda said
Senior Megan Wemri. h
said, "The pk hue (I mnng out
oi the old. replacement proji i
tor is really unclear
"When this happened last
we were in the middle
of doing presentations and We
had to change rooms. It's unfair

With PowerPoint presents.

that we have tosunet" BhesaW

JMU, Va. universities research
transportation technologies
JMU, from page 1
begin within the next couple of
months and last for about a
year. It will be a collaborative
effort involving many departments within JMU, according
to Bernstein Thecomput--.
ence department will write the
code to be used by the cell
phones, the marketing department will gauge public acceptance of the technology and
various other faculty and students will handle policy and
legal issues.
"It's a wonderful opportunity to bring faculty from different departments and col-

leges within |MU together to
work on interdisciplinary
teams/' Benson said.
JMU is not the first Virginia
university to study intelligent
transport a t ion
systems,
according to Bernstein. George
Mason University, Virginia
Tech and the University of
Virginia all have programs
underway researching various
aspects of the topic, he said.
The most notable of these pfO*
grams is probably Virginia
Tech's "smart road.'' which
uses sensor technologies to
measure traffic and weather
conditions.

I he federal grant is one of
three received by JMU this
year, according to Noftslnger
The school nbo i' ceived $1
million lor library and educational
te» hnologies
enhancement and S-1 million
for the Study (A information
policy and law. The first
appropriation will allow
JMU to begin planning fot a
library to he hmlt on the east
side of campus fhe second
will result in a |ML' Ccorgc
Mason I av\ School partnei
ship aimed at developing
policy and legal solutions tor
cvher senintv
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"... it is Ford that is now
suffering for biting off more
than it could chew. "

NlQk

TERRENCE NOWLIN

senior
see column, below
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"... it is nice that a bad situation can cause graduates to
reconsider so that (hey feel
strongly about a good cause
like service work. "
see house editorial, below
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Mergers are fatal flaws
of automotive industry
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EDITORIAL

Service work suitable as job alternative
In the shadow of Sept.
11 devastation and an
unsure economy, manv
seniors now think they will
face a disheartening challenge after the mortarboard and tassel are put
away and the diploma is
on the wall. But this does
not have to be the case, as
some students are realizing as they seek alternatives to the traditional
employment picture.
The economy has been a
steady factor in most of our
li\ I", and Munething v\r trll
we could depend on. But
sudden changes find that
security altered and our
outlook on other prospects.
Many universities have
noted an increase in graduate school applications,
possibly due to the fact that
students are afraid they
won't be able to find jobs.
According to an article in
the Jan. 17 issue of The
Breeze, students are applying for service and volun-

teer programs, like the
Teach for America program, at a drastically
increasing rate.

_64
"Theyear's changes
have humbled us.
They've made us realize
that our plans for our
lives don't always come
to fruition the way
we've planned."
5?_
The year's changes have
humbled us. They've made
us realize that our plans for
our lives don't always
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come to fruition the way
we've planned. They've
changeu our priorities and
forced us to look at what
we're doing and to re-evaluate our options. And
while the tragedy of the situation will always outweigh and overpower and
positive ramifications, our
changes of heart arc comforting at the same time.
We think about the
year's events and maintain
a mentality of wanting to
help others. A down economy is therefore serving as a
catalyst for the volunteer
world. Besides a genuine
feeling of accomplishment,
service aids others in need.
Volunteerism and service
work are highly valued as a
resume builder. Programs
of this type offer another
incentive: they are notpermanent positions. Once
people volunteer their
time, likely a year or two,
their service is over and
they move on to new

things if they choose to do
so. Considering economic
troubles, graduates in some
fields may need the extra
time for job opportunities
to open up in what we
hope is an improving economy. Using the extra time
to give to others is a humbling, but admirable, allotment of their personal
skills and talent.
The job market is celling
better, but is still less than
conducive, and service
work and continuing education are great ideas, but
graduates shouldn't volunteer or apply for graduate schools for the
wrong reasons. Feeling
strongly about a cause is
more
reason
to get
involved
than
having
other goals fall through.
Nonetheless, it is interesting how a bad situation
can cause graduates to
reconsider so that they
feel strongly about a good
cause like service work.

In the used car lot that is my
parents' driveway, we have
an odd assortment of cars, all
falling into the category of
Fords or Volvos. Or now, I
should say, just Fords. In |W8,
Ford bought out little independent
and
innocently
Swedish Volvo. I had a bad feeling about the buy-out, mostly
concerning the reputation of the
sensible Nordic boxes iwy
when?. But it seems it is Ford
thai is now suffering for biting
off more than it could chew.
Ford didn't just bite off too
much Volvo, it also seized
Mazda, Jaguar, Aston Martin
and Land Rover lo add to its
existing smorgasbord of three
grille badges and four nonvehicle manufacturing divisions. The company grew to be
simply too much to handle
and is now experiencing financial turmoil.
According to a [an 17 report
(mm Reuters, Fond reported a
net loss of $5.07 billion in the
fourth quarter of 2001. The nice
folks at Ford suggest that part
ot this figure comes from eating
the cost of Firestone tire losses.
C onsidering the Firestone fiasco
began in the summer of 2000.
that issue should have been
resolved. In addition to tire
problems, Ford recently lost $1
billion on the purchase of a
metal used in catalytic converters because the value dmpped
from $1,500 per unit to only
$400 according to a Jan. 16
Associated Press report. These
could be indications of poor
management on the part of
Ford, which, due to recent losses, has decided on a restructuring
plan,
a
Jan.
18
smartmoney.com report said. The
plan accounts for about $4 billion of the fourth quarter losses
according to tfmtreet.com.
While it's good to see
Ford is doing someIhing about its situation, the process is one of downsizing. According to a Jan. 12
Associated Press article. Ford is
cutting 35,000 jobs and closing
five plants. Four models will be
discontinued, including the
Lincoln Continental. Be sure to
alert your grandmother Things
aren't looking so good.
The "Big Three" (Ford,
General
Motors
and
DaimleKhrysler) have been
gobbling up higher-end foreign
auto companies in recent years

ROSINA BUSSE

in order to keep their "Big"
title, and all three are suffering
this year.
General Motors has literally
daunt of brand names listed as
GM brands on its Web site,
including the somewhat recent
aquisition of Saab in addition to
names like Saturn and Hummer
automobiles. The corporation
reported a 58 percent drop in
fourth quarter earnings according to a Jan. 16 Reuters report.
DaimlerChrysler was a late1990s merger between the
Chrysler Corporation and
Daimler-Benz,
maker
of
Mercedes-Benz. Car magazine
said in its December issue that
Daimler! hr\sler earnings are
down, and the company
depends on sales of its premium Mercedes vehicles to keep it
afloat. The hood ornament
must mean something.
The moral of the story is
that recent mergers
have not been good for
the larger companies trying
to one-up their closest Big
Three competitor
Skeptics would say the
decrease in earnings is due to
the current recession and Sept.
11 tragedy. In part, this is
understandable, but those corporations that haven't been
doing a little extra Christmas
shopping for new badges have
become wiser for it. The same
issue of Car magazine reported
that Audi, BMW and Nissan
earnings are up BMW and
Nissan are largely independent, and Volkswagen picked up
Audi as a struggling division
and built it into a profitable
name. It is obvious the Big
Three aren't helping themselves by picking up already
successful companies to take
advantage of their resources.
Ford has already begun
playing God with the Volvo
merger. Volvo's 540,000 flagship S80 was, at one point, to
be a platform donor to the
econo-priced mid-sized Ford
Taurus. The plan never left the
factory because Ford couldn't
keep the Taurus in the desired
price range. This hasn't
stopped the idea of mixing
automotive genetics. Ford is
planning to base the next Volvo
S40 luxury compact on the notso-luxury Ford Focus. The
communal platform will be
used for both the Focus and
see MERGERS, page 9

FROM THE WIRE

Wrong-site surgery a cause for concern
And just when I thought
that my little medical quirks
were as weird as it gets, somebody had to go and top me.
On Dec. 12, a Rhode Island
man had a brain operation. On
the wrong side of his head.
Wow, do I feel intelligent
But then, I was one of the
advanced kids who learned
how to tell right from left way
back in kindergarten
So this patient had
bleeding on the right side
of his brain. However, the
CT scan "was placed backward on an X-ray viewing
box ... the reversed scan
made it look as if the bleeding was on the left" (from
the hospital report).
And it took how long for
the doctors to notice?
The surgeon drilled two
holes in the left side of the
patient's skull before realizing the error, and then
repeated the procedure on
the right side to drain the
problematic bleeding.
Fortunately, "the patient
has suffered no ill effects," but
I think it's safe to assume that
the hospital's PR has.
Furthermore, the patients
incision site hadn't been
marked with a pen, as is recommended by "error-prevention experts."
OK, I'm sorry, but don't
"error-prevention experts"
usually go by the title of

"Mom"? I wanna get paid to
be
an
"error-prevention
expert" What major is that?
Is there something about
medical school that just
beats the common sense out
of people?
Apparently this Instance "1
"wrong-site surgery" isn't an
isolated occurrence. "Wrongsite surgery" is at the top of a
list (it 27 "serious preventable
events," as compiled by the
National Quality Forum
Forum
president
Dr.
Kenneth Kai/er has said that
wrong-site surgery "occurs
more frequently than a lot of
people would like to believe "
Yeah, that's also at the lop
of the list of "27 most obvious
statements."
As proof that these little
mix-ups happen repeatedly,
this same Rhode Island hospital had an incident one vear
.ie,u in vvhn h .i surgeon operated on the wrong child,
removing the tonsils and adenoids of | girl who was supposed to get eye surgery."
If I ever have the misfortune of going to Rhode Island,
I'm praying I stay healthy the
whole time That state's performance record is proving
less-than-exemplary on the
health care front.
What is it with doctors
these days? I don't remember
stuff like this happening when
I was growing up.

When I was a kid, the
doctors knew everything.
They could make you stop
hurting and do your math
homework for you at the
same time. And even when I
had something that would
take a few weeks to fully
heal, everyone knew what
was going on. I left the office
with a lollipop and a confident smile (although you
may not want to ask my
mom about that).

-6 6

lust want to know.
Of course, the process of
getting a diagnosis isn't
alwa) I a walk in the park.
The first approach with me
was a battery of various drugs
(mostly NSAIDs). The doctOfl
figured that if they knew what
drugs were effective, that
would give them a clue as to
the nature of the problem.
Suffice it to say, I spent
most of last semester in a
drug induced nausea. And as
fun as that wasn't, I'm not
exactly looking forward to
more — because, of course,
that approach doesn't work
And then there's the blood
test option. If you've got richly flowing veins near the surface ol your skin, that may not
be a problem. However, for
those ol us unfortunate
enough to have "Where's
Waldo''
wannabe wins, it

"When I was a kid. the
doctors knew
everything. They could
make you stop hurting
and do your math
i Kceedinghr.
homework for you at ■marts,
There's hardlv anything
worse than having a lab
the same time."
tech dig around with the
-55
needle inside you arm.
Now, it's been almost
seven months of doctors,
treatments ,»nd drugs, and I
still don't have a diagnosis
for my "chronic pain." I don't
care anymore if I have to
spend the rest of my life with
a painful, non-fatal, incurable
disease (such as arthritis); I

What are they hoping for,
oil? Not gonna happen — I
don't even have blood in
there, apparently
So in the mean time, I'm
left with my new mantra of
comfort: "At least I'm not in
Rhode Island.''
rWl column appeared in the
Ian IS edition of Oregon Stale
Unnersily's Daily Barometer.
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'Whatever' an irritating teen-age word

Darts

Darts A Pals are \ul*nulled tuumxnunish
ami I'nnlril fi,i s/\u ravailable basis.
SkmrintofU arr based «/*<*! one />crsims
opinion of a xiven utuatiim. person or e\rnt
ami do not mxaaorify reflet I the truth.

Pats

E nnnl darts and /nils to tweczcdp<? luHindil.com

Pat...

Dart...

A "you-saved-our-lives-and-somuch-more" pal to the people in
Ashby who called 911 and saved our
apartment from turning into a pile of
charcoal Saturday morning.
From four grateful girls who were
sound asleep while you were becoming
heroes.

A "check-your-facts" dart to the girl
who darted my leisure activities. I was
not running through Hillside Hall I had
,i i Miud saunter and a cowboy hat on.
Sent in by the naked Hillside guy
who would like everyone to know that
the attack on the size of his character is
quite unfounded.

Dart...

Pat...

A "just-because-your-mother-stilldresses-you-doesn't-mean-you-have-totake-itoutonthe-rest-of-us" dart to the
guy who darted the " A-Fashion-Nado"
From an avid reader who thinks The Breeze
raiff lv doing a wonderful job if such an entertaming and enlightening fashion column is
"dumbmg it ioun"

Pat-

A "thanks-for-the-breaking-oul-insong" pat to the guys who worked at
Madison Grill Friday nighl and made a
good birthday even better
Sent in by a grateful birthday girl who
MM affMnoy surprised by the spotlight
attention and thought it was very sweet.

Dart...

A "thanks-for-digging-around-forme" pat to the polite employee at PC
Dukes who dug my JAC card out of the
bottom of the garbage can without even
thinking twice about it.
StfifJ in by an absent-minded freshman
who has since learned to hold on tight to
her belongings.

A "stop-being-so-negative" dart to the
guy who wrote about holy matrimony in a
recent story about the decline of love and
marriage.
Sent in by a senior who is getting married
this June and promises you that when you
meet the "right one,'' you won't even care
about all those divorce statistics.

NJot one, but two four-letter
words that, when combined, are
guaranteed to drive the parents
of sullen teens and precociously
annoying preteens absolutely
hopping-up-and-down, howhave-I-spawned-such-awfulofjspring nuls.
"Honey, would you like a
piece of mom's homemade, fourchtsst, piping hot bssgntv
"Whatever."
"Didn't I ask you to pick up
your socks \esterd.n '
"Whatever"
"Just tell me: Was it a fender
bender, or is the c.ir totaled?"

"Whatever."
Whatever? Why not just tay
it the old-fashioned way? "Go
jump in the lake, ma!'' "Stick it
in your ear, pops!" Or even that
hoary chestnut, "Its none of
your business! I hate you! I wish
Shelly's parents were my parents! They're cool."
"Whatever" is, quite simply,
Generation Y's smart bomb, the
noncommittal
reply
programmed to find the soft
underbelly of parental forhe.uance and explode on contact
And it works just fine on nonparents, too.
The other day, I asked my
neighbor's 10-year-old if he
wantad to go with us for ice
cream. He replied (eyes rolled to
some fascinating spot on the

Vah. And "Yeah" means I
really believe what you just said.
As infuriating as "whatever"
sounds - especially accompanied by the traditional snort,
■aid Suzanne Glbbons-Neff, shrug or smirk — its aggrava.i traumatized mom of two tion quotient doubles when
teenage sons in Connectu ut. your underage conversation
"When you're trying to partner touches his/her thumbs
back to back and points the lore
have an in-depth converse
tion with them and thev fingers upward up to form a
don't want to deal with it, giant "W"
Hey, gang — why not save
instead of saying. You itright' or 'I understand,' yourselves some major digital
they'll just say, 'Whatever.'" effort and just raise one sin
(>r at k-ast they did Now gle, towering finger? That's
Gibbons-Neff fines her boys a what you really mean to say,
buck for each " W," because to her right? Right?
To back me up, 1 called
it's as if they'd used an obscenity.
"It drives me cra/v when Mike Agnes, editor in chief
my 7-year-old says that," said of the Webster's New
Mom No. 2, Carol Gifford, whit World Dictionaries.
"Oh, Lenore, you are so
lives outside Philadelphia. "I
was disciplining her the other very right, indeed!" he said (in
day about talking to strangers, not SO many words). To the traand she's not paying attention, ditional meaning of "whatevso I say, 'Do you hear what I'm er," Agnes averred, "the spin of
saying?' And she says. dismissal has been added. As
Whatever' Whatever' What in, I'm not interested in your
do you mean? Say, 'Yes!' Say, 'I theories or your litany of accuwon't do it again'
sations. Let's move on to
But no. "Whatever" is this another topic.'"
generation's final answer. And
Topic? If only! I'm ready to
what makes it even more move to another planet. This one
apoplexy-inducing
is that is |ust too insulting. Irritating.
"whatever" users always have
Whatever.
an alibi: "Uev! It's not like I said
Lenore Skenazy is a columnist
something bad. 1 was agreeing for the New York Daily News.
with you!"
ceiling), "Whatever," thereby
rendering me about as eager to
buy him a sundae as I'd be to
fund his college education.
"It is .1 big problem here,"

Mergers bad move for Big Three
MERGERS, from page 7
S40, as well as Mazda's upcoming 323 and Protege, according
to swedespeed.com. Sales will
undoubtedly be lost on folks who
consider the fact that a Volvo that
now costs at least $24,000, a>
ing to "Kelley Blue BoU
based on a SI 3,000 Ford Of
course, this is just one example

of the car-cloning mess that can
result from company mergers.
The fact of the matter is that
the Big Three have had their
shining moment, and the) re
desperately trying to hold on to
a market that isquicklv realizing
the dependability of Japanese
cars and the smoothness of
Eumpean ones Instead of buy-

ing the companies producing
more desirable cars, the Big
Three need tO make their products more marketable.

Tkrntnct Nowtin fa ihc Votvodnvmg Opinion Editor wlio cries
himsqf to sktp every night over the
Voliv/Ford merger and is just wait■ e the Mustang vefskjnofgn
A3tOH Martin.

BE THE OPINION EDITOR.

Pick the Darts and Pats
STOP BY THE BREEZE OPEN HOUSE
ON JAN.

I

28 AT 5 P.M. TO FIND OUT HOW.

Like being in control?

Do you enjoy telling others what to do?

Aee

YOU

CrZearuei

Do Yo* Han fjwnlcP
Apply to be the Ads Manager of The Breeze!
Submit a resume and cover letter to The Breeze office in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger Hall by February 8th by Spm.
Call Christine for more details 566-612?

Route 33 East, Harrisonburg
Phone: 433-4090 Fax 433-3978

OPINION

TUESDAY, JAN.

"Side T-shirt ponytail.'

j

"The teased bangs
look. I like the ones
that stick up really
I high with hard
| hatrspray."

Jennifer Whited

Danny Iverson

freshman, health science

IIREC, smoothie bar manager
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"M.C. Hammer ami
Cyndl Lauper. What
could he better than
'80s music?"
^

Slaphracelet.'

ISPOTLIOHTj

^HWUttagp/Km/rapltir

Sharon Bleakney

Sarah Denham

sophomore, psychology

junior. ISS

Topic: What is your favorite ^Os fad?
EASE OUR PAIN. SUBMIT A COLUMN ABOUT ANYTHING.

We*re hxtrtin' for some columns.
SEND WHAT YOU'VE GOT TO THE OPINION EDITOR AT NOWLINTD.

V* the W,nfer doUnKiA v* acme *, ^ ^ ^ ^ # ^ ^
exerW
meet
"^People «wdtear0 ""* <Ves with Leather 1$ Lace "*mbers
"t our YH^r-Tutt Vq,lce
Series.
Dates: January 25, February 1,8,15,22, March 1
Cost: $5
Time: 7:30-10:30 pm
location: Dayton learning Center. Mill Street, Dayton
Questions? Call 432-9571

VISIT OUR STORE AND FEEL THE ATMOSPHERE!

peAjd op rHe ojueh/r
UNIQUE PRODUCTS FROM THE PHILIPPINES. JAPAN. CHINA.
THAILAND. KOREA. INDIA.AND OTHER ASIAN COUNTRIES,
ORIENTAL GIFT ITEMS LIKE BAMBOO FOUNTAINS, JARS,
VASES. INCENSE, SHELL LAMPS AND CHANDELIERS,
LANTERNS, CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES AND A LOT MORE!
GIFT WRAPPING SERVICE ON ANY OCCASION.
SHENANDOAH HERITAGE FARMER'S MARKET
I MILE SOUTH Of EXIT 243. ROUTE 11. HARRISONBURG.VA
S40-28O)484/4]B96l3
www.asunpearloftheorient.com

This series of dances will focus on teaching newcomers line
and specialty dances as well as beqinner waltz, two-step, and
swing There will be open dancing for those experienced dancers also.
Whether it's the train, the
plane, or your front door,
Shenandoah Shuttle
will get you there

' Shuttle pickup from
your school's campus
■ Transportation to any
airport, train station
or your tront door1

\&*

y&

The Original CcLdBusiness fraternity
Since 1904

trttff^

Information Nights:
Tuesday. January 22 AND Wednesday, January 23:
7:00pm HHS, Room 1302

Shenandoah Shuttle is your first fmAmM oarmrj
step in travel for spring break
MWI™
For more info,
including prices, please call
Qet uour group together and
540-885-5576
reserve uour seats today.

Questions'* Call Sara Williams "williWta imu.edu

ww shenandoahshuttle.com

*A step above student dous

RICHARD

GERE

LAURA I, I N \ F! Y

N

MOTHMAN
PROPHECIES
Whal do you sec'
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BASED ON I KM IV IMS
In Theaters January 25"

FREE

Pheasant 'Run Towtuiomes
Email: pheasant@pheasantrun.net
Web: www.pheasantrun.net
Stop by Mon-Fri 10am-5pm or
call 801-0660

Sneak

Preview!

You are invited to a Special Screening of The Mothman Prophecies
Sponsortd By:

VISA
Hu I ..,,*■,., „ tt»u W«nt To 1/

Date: Thursday, January 24, 2002
Time: 11:30 p.m.
Location: Grafton-Stovall Theater
Jfudrntl **» p<* upp*Wi if '*yrc Njl *oO" Ml
■W iNtf tnm iwy Swto; n jv*UMr or t hntiiwe Am *->« Uui *rp «n hoVrn *ovr-it#tf fin
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LIFESTYLES

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday - You have a lot to think about this year. You've got theories to prove,
details to analyze, fantasies to explore and gadgets to invent. With all this mental exercise going on, you don't need any other changes. Keep your surroundings intact. Only
fix the thing* that break And try to be more creative.
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Iml.iv IS ,1 7 - There are a \vw
problems coming, but nothing
y^fl you can't handle. They all have to
do with money, or rather the lack
of it. You can't use your meager resources
to fund everything, so don't.
AT
^^M*

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^_ . Today is a h - You're stronger now,
vAkiMI s,i,nkl your ground. Make sure
£w those m authority understand
your position, even if it's not
popular. You may have to explain it
over and over, but that's OK. You're a
very patient person.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 7 - If you weren't so
cute, you wouldn't get away
half of what you do. Today,
flft:' with
you might not get away with
things. A person with no sense of humor
wants the results you said you'd produce. Better make it happen.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 6 - You have a friend
, who's good to be around. The
two of you don't talk much there s no need to. You cheer
each other up just by doing things
together. Hanging out with that person
now will be good for you both.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
Today is a 7 - Uh oh. Looks like
your bubble may burst. Reality is
iterfering, again. What you
\\ ant costs much more than you
have. Should you give up your
dream? Heck no! Dreams are more
important than so-called "reality." Back to
the drawing board!
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 5 - It may feel as if
I f you've come to a grinding halt.
Something you thought would
work, doesn't. Must you change
your plans completely? No. Just
take new input into consideration.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 6 - Many of your theoftQ ries are about to be tested. It's
ApL much easier to think about these
K
things than to actually do them.
But keep hammering away at
your precious new theories. You're building something useful.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 - Why do you go to
£L
all that bother? To show the peo|^^v pie you cm- about how much
\£Z~GJ you love them, of course. It's not
tor the money. Never has been,
never will be. You'll soon get another
chance to show them. Crab it.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
^^ -v Today is a 6 - You may have to
AJ report to a higher authority,
^^3*5 Better have all your ducks in a
row. Another person can help
you with the tables and graphs that show
how much you've accomplished, but
when it comes to mistakes you've made,
"fess up to those on your own.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
i ^ff Today is a 6 - Beware of compli>^fl cations concerning travel, longM*^ distance ...ills ,\nd the Internet.
There arc about five things that
could go wrong, and they may happen in
rapid sutu'sMun

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 7 - You may feel inhibAAfc ited or weighted down. You re
IJK going through a testing phase.
JF \. Don't worry. Just answer your
own questions.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 5 - It'll be easier to
^^^ concentrate. That's always a
(^ j) problem, but now you can man^^ age it. Next, put a lid on your
worries. Guilt is a big waste of
time. If there's something you can do
about whatever you regret, do it. If not,
confess. Promise not to do it again, then
get on with your life.

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 'The _ of
Wakefield"

6 That woman's
10 Rip off
14 Sun-dried brick
15 Spoken
16 Battle of Olympic
volleyball
17 Free-for-all
18 Dimensions
19 Pig or cast follower
20 Mouse surface
21 Still in a movie
24 Doctrine
26 Distant prospects
27 Parts of a flight
29 Joan of "The
Last Emperor"
31 Tim of "The
Treasure of the
Sierra Mad re"
32 Bangkok native
34 Sword choice
39 Competent
40 Suffice
42 Molten rock
43 Disorderly
45 Author Haley
46 "New Jack City"
co-star
47 French airport
49 _ pink (delight)
51 Golden years
55 Propounded
56 Lawrence
Kasdan film
59 Rhythmic patter
62 Mexican menu
item
63 Turkey's neighbor
64 Iowa commune
66 Son of Isaac
67 Displace
68 Peachy keen!
69 Diving platform
70 Female sheep
71 Calendar units
DOWN
11mprovise on the
piano
2 New thought
3 Sales ventures
4 Actor Vigoda

2

1

3

4

1 1
8

7

*

14

"
,.

17
20

21
24

27

32

;iy

■1

43

44

,

. „...- *_..■*. M"

66

34

33
41

3/

38

42
46

49

46

54

■

55
57

58

1 1

5 Sailor's jacket
6 Watered, as a
lawn
7 Border lake
8 Tease
9 Record holder
10 Leaves bed
11 Gem weight
12 Bakery enticement
13 Horses' dos
22 Takes a break
23 $5 bills
25 Sacred ceremonies
27 Fake
28 One of Hamlet's
options
29 You're So Vain"
singer Simon
30 Abuzz abode
33 Get better
35 Stein's Toklas
36 Scott Glenn
movie
37 Mr. Knievel
38 Cost per unit
41 Glorify

65

63

'

69

Jo

45

56
62

36

.

I

29

53

13

■ 26

?s

28

52

12

23

22

31

51

11

•

-

11

60

61

-

-

70

"
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44 Yankee Berra
48 Government in
power
50 Isolated kitchen
counter
51 Playful aquatic
mammal
52 Location of the
Potala

53 Low-boost
coffee?
54 In the vicinity
55 Evergreens
57 Boast
58 Be down with
60 First of the pot
61 Satisfies a debt
65 Lost Gl

—Tribune Media Services

Luxury Apartments ~^
for the Busy Student
• 4 Bedroom/4 Bath furnished apartments, individually
leased by the bedroom
• Large kitchens fully equipped with modern appliances
• Extra Capacity Washers & Dryers in every apartment
• Huge sparkling swimming pool
• Awesome Clubhouse with large screen TV, DVD, stereo,
• Pool and Fooseball tables
• State-of-the-art Business and Fitness Center

Visit our Leasing Center
in the Clubhouse,
1941 Sunchase Drive
(off Neff Avenue)
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1926-2002: A Gym Odyssey
From multipurpose Keezell Hall to nationally renowned UREC,
JMU has been through decades of recreational change
STORY AND PHOTOS BY TERRBNCE NO-AIJN

senior writer and photographer
JMU is a rapidly changing campus, and on*' of the most fascinating contortions (or the university i-> tlie effect of student WBM QUtgOWinga facility*. [Mil's recreation facilities have been
thmugh a lifetime of interesting changes.
Some may think Godwin Hall was the original recreation facility on campus. However,
many do not realize that Keezell Hall, the building currently housing tlie English department,
was once home to a swimming pool, gymnasium and indoor track, as well as «lassnx>ms.
Sophomore Evin Linn said, "Most of my classes are in Keezell, and 1 never knew there was
i a gym there."
Keezell originally was built in 1926 as a combination recreation and
| classnx>m facility for the then all-female Madison College.
According to JMU Facilities Manager Carl I'uffenbarger, Wilson Hall
had not been planned yet, and most recreational and multi-purpose
activities were held in Sneldon Hall. Due to the growing student population, classrooms and dormitories in Harrison and Jackson halls were
overcrowded, so the need for a new building was evident. Finally, in
1926, the Virginia Legislature Noell Act appropriated Madison College
President Samuel Duke enough money to fund the building. After putting out bids, the Harrisonburg Building and Supplv Company placed a
I bid for just under $90,000.
Although plans for the building were in place, then? wen' tnauttl lent
funds to build the pool. Duke went into the community to request funds.
He used the college's boost to the economy as his reason for why the
community should contnbute. He cited the $200,000 to $'>50,000 the student body spent per year in the Flarrisonburg area. His convincing push
J raised $4,000 of the $15,000 needed. Additionally, The Bluotam, then
called 77ic Sdwolma'tim. donated receipts troni its ■muaJ Iwaai The Tea
Rcx»m restaurant on campus gave a percent of its food sales to the OOMtlUI tion of the pooL
Students were asked by the administration to give a donation of $5 to the pn>jet I
I Hike held Op-Wing ceremonies in 1926 lor what was then called Walter Reed Hall. The
building was named after a frequent visitor to the university. Reed, who was in a profession
concerning physical well being.

Reed Hall became Keezell Hall between April 1961 and Apnl 1962 after Senator George B.
Keezell. Keezell was instrumental in bringing the State Normal .\iu\ Industrial School for
Women to Harrisonburg, now known as JMU.
Wayne Modisett, via' president of architecture firm Mosclcv, I lams and M*X Imioek aiul
architect for the building's renovations said, "In the back part, |Keezell| Kid a pool in the DUB*
merit, and the BOOT above that was a big gvni." In addition, Keezell housed HI indoor track
along the wall ■bow tlte gvni, similar to the current UREC facility'a tr.uk
By the early 1970s, Keezell had not grown with the needs of the students It was necessary
to renovate the building to house academic offices and classrooms.
Puffenbarger said the initial modification involved a quick cover of the ptx>l and sectioning
areas to be used as classnxmis. Ilie lix was only temporary, however, lasting from 1972. when
the English department moved into the facility, until the major renovation in the '80s.
This major ivnovation began in 1986. Modisett slid the two existing floors ,»t the building
were made into three. On the ground level, classnxwns were built OVtJ the pool ana Modisett
explained that seats placed on steps in the classnxmis actually are placed on the original spectator bleachers for I lie pool. Tlie .oncrete bleaclxTs were initially too steep ami had to be
widened to fit the classroom design.
According to Puffenbarger, reoms Gl and G2 in the building actually dip in to where the
pool had been. Modisett said the two floors above the lower classnxim level are in the original gym area. In order to access rooms on the Carrier Library side ot the building, an "an.ule.'
or hallway buill around an exterior wall of tlie building, was plat ed outside the nxims for better access
A goal of the piuject was to utilize spaa* using the same tootpnnt, motif and character
[Man] throughout campus," Modisett said. "There'sa certain amount ot formality It's important to maintain the context."
The renovation from gym to academic building took a great deal ot planning For a project
Ol this caliber, it takes four to six months of planning to see how to KM use things you cannot move," Mixiisctt said. "When you make renovations, the university' makes
provisions not I'.ist architectural but financial as well to accomplish the end result — always
tied by a budget."
Keezell had been stripped of its recreation capacities and was complete!)' renovated
see GYMS. i^iH
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Gyms change over decades
GYMS, fnmmge a
■ftci !i years ol makethifl
classroom and office ipacc
the renovation was timed with
the
1972 completion of
Godwin Hall
For 2i> years, < iodwin Hall
".i> uaed .i- the centei ol
IMU's recreation However, In
Octobei Ol IWh, JMU developed "what i> considered to
be a leading facility and pro
gram among academic Institutions," according to Dave
Frock, assistant director ol
I niversity Recreation radii
lies
Frock
said
unlike
Godwin, which he teak was
tunit with the Intention of
instruction ol recreation and
I Htior 1 Rl ( l| strictly
lor the recreation of the -indent! t Rl i is state of the art
and set up luiier for this purpose, he said.
the URIC huilding is an
architeciur.il phenomena ol
140,700 square feet The building has two fltneaa areas, one
■ "eights and the other
for
cardiovascular
and

machine lifting I he third
level is home 10 stationary
bicycles, a logging track and
other facilities A large pool
area, complete with a 25-yard
by 25-meter pool, hoi tub and
sauna are on the lower level,
lust outside a courtyard common area Numerous racquetball courts behind walls of
glass adorn Ihe building's corridors, and multi-purpose
rooms, used for kick-boxing
and other aerobic aclivites,
can be round upstairs
I KK

is super cool. I go

there every day — it's like a
playground. You can do whatev er you want,'' junior Chris
Kelley said.
Frock feels I KK serves its
fiurpose of promoting healthy
restyle*. "It provides (students] with more options and
more opportunities," he said,
in addition, the building
has won facility awards for its
design on a national level.
Many schools nationwide that
are building or renovating
similar structures lour UREC.
UREC is currently in full-
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force, offering services and
facilities to Ihe JMU community
Visitors to its Web site,

wwm.fmK.edu/nermllm,

access upcoming events, rules
and activities as well as information on intramural teams
and other ongoing programs.
The site illustrates the range of
recreation options offered,
whether a class in aquatics,
adventure trip, skiing program, sports club or a nutrition assessment.
The state-of-the-art services and facilities of urec are
the result of a long evolution
from humbler beginnings.
After 46 years as a recreation
facility, the red-roofed Keezell
Hall became an academic
building, eventually undergoing major renovations to permanently place it in the class
of
academic
bluestones.
Godwin Hall is still the venue
for many sports matches and
home to even more sports
team practices, and UREC
stands as a gem on the |MU
campus.
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Apricot Body Polish

(Near Jalisco Mexican Restaurant)

Exfoliate to tan better!
Sorter skin is only
45 minutes away!

Now Open Later!

438-8267
Feb. 4th through Feb 88th, M-Th
We will be open 10AM to 11PM.
Offrn sUfrd abovr not vtlid with my othrr
offm, coupon* or divounri

$29
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Who's Greek?
*all but 2 U.S. Presidents since 1825
*85% of Fortune 500 executive
*76% of U.S. Congressmen
*71% of men in "Who's Who In America"
If you need more reasons to rush (or haw any questions) please contact:
Ross Airington: 434-0035

Discover UREC...
Snowshoe Friday

All Over Again!

Prepare for a Biathlon

Date: Jan. 25, 5 am-11 pm
Cost: $10 JMU, $15 Guest
REGISTER: Jan. 23 at 5 pm
Hit the slopes early!

Date: Jan. 22, 7-8 pm
Cost: $70
Learn how to prep for UREC's 4th Annual Biathlon.
Sample training programs offered!
WELLNESS PASSPORT

Men's Yoga
Date: Jan. 27, 5:30-6:30 pm
Cost: FREE
A hot new trend for male athletes.
WELLNESS PASSPORT

Adult Swimming
Date: Jan. 24-Apr. 4, Thurs., 7-7:45 pm
Cost: $10 JMU. $15 Guest
REGISTER: Jan. 23 at 5 pm
Teaching all levels of swimmers the
basics of swimming.

Massage Your Stress Away
Date: Jan. 23, 7-8 pm
Cost: FREE
Stressed out? Learn how to manage stress.
WELLNESS PASSPORT

Thursday Snow Club

Lifeguard Training

Date: Jan. 10-Feb. 28, 5:30-10:30 pm
Cost: Varies based on option
REGISTER by 5 pm the Wednesday before each trip.
For more info visit the Program Registration Desk.
An exclusive deal you can't miss!

Date: Jan. 22-Apr. 4, Tues./Thurs., 5 am-11 pm
Date: Jan 25. 3-6 pm
Cost: $65
Learn about dealing with injuries
REGISTER: TODAY at 5 pm
in the backcountry!
This American Red Cross course trains to become
a professional lifeguard--CPR and First Aid certification.

Wilderness Medicine

Spring Break 2002Panama City Beach, Florida?

*

DJ"Bigltoraia"
World'* Largest
& Longest
k
Beach Party!
>> WORLD FAMOUS
.
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2 Uriff Outdoor

S»
Swimming,
iminiii» Pools

I

Sailboat. Jet Ski ami

~
...J.
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• Suites up to 10 People
• I nil kitrhenft • Indoor
Atrium Dome & Pool • (iame Koom
• Restaurant • Airport limousine
Service • No Cover for Sandpiper
(Sucfttftf

enervation* SOCMSS.ffSSTS • www.*andpiperbeacon.eom
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'"... sit as far away from the aisle
as possible if you don't want to be
involved in the play."

>- Behind the scenes
The new "Almost Famous" DVD
set gets up close and personal with
Cameron Crowe and the cast.

SHAN PFLUEOER
junior
see story below

'Park' prevails
Latest Altman flick delivers
drama, but lacks suspense
BY DAVID CLEMENTSUN
CLEMENTSON

senior writer

DAVT.

K\MKUIOp^mgruphrr

From left to right, junior Lynn Duesterhaus, tenter Rachel Wallmuller and senior Meg Baber rehearse for "Chamber Music."

Borderline realities
'Chamber Music' brings a sanity check
BY CAROLINE CONTI

contributing writer
With the presentation of
"Chamber Music," Theatre II
is transformed into an insane
asylum this week.
Written in 1962 by Arthur
Kopit, "Chamber Music" is a
play about eight women who
have been elected to represent
the women's ward in an
insane asylum.
Believing the men's ward
is planning an attack on them.
these eight women hold
meetings to decide how to
prevent the attack. The
strange turn of events that
follows shows the unique
voice of "Chamber Music."
"Chamber Music" tries to
involve the audience through
every aspect of the show Sit
designer Keith Foster, a sophomore, worked with director
Corinne Dame, a junior, to
transform Theatre II into an
asylum Costume designer
Diana Fix, a senior, and lighting director Heather LiBrandi,
a junior, also aim to create the
appropriate atmosphere.
"This play is unique in the
way that you never know

what is real and what is not —
what really defines crazy and
what doesn't," Dame said.
Dame added that although
the play may be confusing at
times, if audience members
just enjoy it rather than analyze it, they will find it to be a
worthwhile experience.

-6.

... you never know

what is real and what
is not — what really
defines crazy and
what doesn'/.
— Corinne Dame
senior

"I h.imber Music" aims to
teach the audience "not to
classify someone else as
insane until checking their
own sanity," Dame said.
"It was time for someone
to do a show with a lot of
strong female roles," Dame

said. With eight females in
th cast of 10, "Chamber
Music" has a predominantly
female cast.
Each character represents
a prominent female figure of
the past. Nicolien de Clercq
plays the character who represents Queen Isabella from
Spain and has the most curious and mysterious role. Her
character traits include incessantly petting a stuffed dog
Senior Kendall Drew rep
resents silent movie actress
Pearl White and describes her
character as "a damsel wor
thy of being tied to train
tracks and sometimes rescued.'' Although regarded as
the characteristic dumb pretty girl, Pearl White does her
best to earn acknowledgement from the other members
of the insane asylum.
Junior Sean Pflueger uses
his role as the sane assistant to
contrast the insane female
patients. His word of advice
to those planning on attending the show is to "sit as far
away from the aisle as possible if you don't want to be
involved in the play."

DAVI KIM Mffphtiotmphft

The cast of "Chamber
Music" prepares a scene for
the play's opening Tuesday
night at Theatre II. The
actors plan on Involving audience members throughout
the production.
In order to better portray
insanity and the asylum environment, the cast underwent
improvisational rehearsals to
hone its skills and prepare to
involve random audience
members. "Chamber Music"
will be playing at Theatre II
Jan. 23 to Jan. 26 at 8 p.m. each
night, with a midnight show
on Friday. Tickets cost SI and
may be purchased .it the door.

Steppin' up, stomping out
BY AMANDA HAVES
staff writer
Despite the wintery weather,
the Delta Sigma Theta Step
Show warmed up GraftonStovall Theatre with stomping
and singing. The lota Alpha
chapter of DST hosted the event
Saturday.
Jan.
19.
Titled
"Celebrating 30 Years of
Rxcellence." the show featured
a capella and soloist performances, a poetry reading and step
dancing by lota Alpha alumnae
JMU's chapter of DST. char
tered in 1971. has a large alum
nae base that played an instrumental nile in several performances Months of planning and
work went into Saturday's Hap
show. "It took an entire semester
to plan it, and lots of time and
effort from current chapter
members," said senior Maiya
Parham, chapter treasurer.

-6 6... it was a way to
celebrate the culture
and diversity
on campus.
— Kvmber I.ovetl

•99
Contemporary
Gospel
Singers performed two selections followed by soloist senior
Wendy Fox and 4Men, a newly
formed all-male gospel a * ftp
pella group. "We thought it
was a good way to show the
alumni what other groups
are now on campus, and it
was a way to celebrate the

Acclaimed director Robert
Altman loves to use his films to
examine the issues of a timeperiod, or noir genre.
With his latest offering.
"Gosford Park," Altman travels
across the Atlantic with his
charat.teristit.ally huge ensemble cast to attempt not just one,
but two genres — an Agatha
Christie-style "whodunit" murder mystery and an old British
soap opera. While delightfully
and cleverly incorporating
British wit, Altman fails to
deliver an impressive mystery.
The scene is set in Fngland
in 1932, inside the mansion of
Sir William Cordle, played by
Michael Gambon, who cites
more for his tiny mutt dog than
his friends, and his wife Lady
Sylvia, an elegant and sexy,
while prim and properly jaded
Kristin Scott Thomas. They
invite 10 friends and relatives,
accompanied by their servants,
butlers and valets, to their
estate for a weekend of house
parties and pheasant hunting.
Halfway through the film
both those "above stairs," —
the masters — and those
"below stairs," — the servants
— are rocked in their otherwise miserably class-conscious, randy and self-centered lives when their unloved
host is murdered and then
murdered again. All the guests
and servants are suspects.
Unlike other such films,
the servants' insightful discussions are actually given
more credence than that of
their masters. The acting is
flawless, the dialogue smart
and the setting splendid.

"fjicrnon
GOSFORD

D,
DV-»
PARK'
STARRING:
KRISTIN SCOTT THOMAS

AND RYAN PHULIPPE
RATED: R
RUNNING TIME:

137 MINUTES
find it too long.
During filming, Altman
allowed the actors to ad-lib
freely, not just following preordained scripts. A pair of roving
cameras and 12 audio tracks
captured various off-camera,
overlapping
conversations.
Although it's distracting.
Altman draws the audience in
just enough to feel like a privileged fly on the wall, inquisitively eavesdropping on the
interesting interactions.
The inlok'rably snooty yet
deliciously
entertaining
Countess Constance, played by
Maggie Smith, and her innocent
maidservant Mary McFachran.
played by "Trainspotting"'s
Kelly MacDonald, provide one
oc the Film's most intriguing
relationships.
In addition to Smith and
MacDonald's wonderful performances, notables include reallife actor/producer/writer Bob
Balaban (the NBC Executive on
"Seinfeld") as stereotypical
American Hollywood producer
Morris Weissman who spends
most of his time calling
( .ilitomia, and Ryan Phillippe
("I Know What You Did Last
Summer," "Cruel Intentions")
proves some versatility as
Weissman's libido-laced valet
with a fake Scottish accent. Silver

nwnvn-iV ISA FILMS LLC
Actress Kelly MacDonald plays the Innocent maidservant to
Maggie Smith's snobbish character in "Gosford Park."
It's |ust ttv bad that while
interplaying the lives of the
British 1930s upper and lowerclasses, Altman and writer
lulian leHowes also try to mix
a dry two hour soap opera
with their own Christie tale.
The audience sees a little
bit of each of the 25 chancttn
in the huge cast, but not
enough about anv one thar.n
trr Menu fulfilling. No characters m developed enough for
viewers to be able to adequately guess who murdered
McCordle nor be satisfied with
theanticlimaclii COndutiOfl
All the soap opera subplots
are nearly impossible to fully
fathom in just one 137-minute
viewing, vet the film lacks so
much substance for a good
murder mystery tli.it some will

screen newcomer
Claudie
Blakley shines as the down-toearth, plain, subjugated wife
whom we all feel sorry for.
i he -mart British cUaft m
tern satire is the film's high
point. It's when Altman breaks
from it by employing a dull
murder mystery with too many
one-dimensional characters,
that the film ultimately fatal
C-
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Alumni Tasha Jefferson ('97), left, and Vonzelle Waller (01) perform at the DST Step Show.
ward as planned.
featured two groups of DST
culture and diversity on camAlumnae
expressed
an
pus," said senior Kymber alumnae performing their step
interest in staving involved
routines. Alumnae representLovett, chapter president.
with
DST
"It
is
important
for
Graduate student Melissa ing Northern Virginia and the
the people on campus now to
Baker read two of her poems.
Tidewater
and
Richmond
know the legacy of lota Alpha,
"Upon the Threshhold of regions, stomped and clapped
and it was fun to see older peotheir way through several
Heaven," was ' written in
ple and get lo know the newer
response to the Sept 11 att.u ks. selections. The groups wore red
I Vitas,'' siid Tiffany Wilson,
while "Black Man's Strut" pro- and black outfits, signifying the
JMU alumna ('99).
vided a more lighthearted colors of DST.
"It was particularly imporFor the finale, both alumtone. "I like to share my poetry
tant for me, because my Unt all
nae groups joined with curbecause it is a part of me, and I
rent
DST
members
in
pertcrs
were in it — we are comfeel when I share it I am able to
mitted to keeping up the chapforming the "Founders Day
uplift people and help them
ter, and it is a lifetime commitfeel the way I do about it," Step," a chant and step routine
ment
to excellence," said
B.iker said.
dedicated to the founding
lu.inita I l.irris ('01).
members of DST.
Following the poetry readAdmission to the event was
"We had 100 people regising, the Inspirational Fnsemble
SI or one can of food. The
performed. "We are here to help
tered to come," Lovett said.
canned
food was donated to
celebrate and support them Its "Due to the snow, not as many
First Step, a domestic violence
important to support people people were able to come."
shelter in Harrisonburg, while
who do such service," said senWhile the possibility of movior I.mnk.i Nottingham, an ing the step show to another the proceeds will be split evenInspirational Fnsemble member.
date was considered, the ly between First Step and the
DST Annual Scholarship Fund
The last part of the program chapter decided to move for-
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New dimensions
DVD uncovers 'Almost Famous'
BY

STB GRAINKR
ttntor writer

One of the mosl sincere
coming of age
movies lo
dale, "Almost Famous" won
the 2001 Oscar for Best
Screenplay. Now wilh the
Dec. 4, 2001 re-release of the
movil on a special "Bootleg"
DVD,
Director
I .lim-ron
Crowe makes this incredible
movie even better.
The "Almost Famous'
Unfilled H..otleB Cut DVD"
set Include* ■ number of
extras thai tans of the original movie will truly appreciate. The Iwo-DVD set features two versions of the

movie, the original theatrical
performance seen in theaters
and an "Untilled" version
that includes nearly 40 minUlM of »'\tra unseen footage.
The additional footage doesn't change the story significantly Instead, it blends
seamlessly wilh the original
version 1.* help develop the
characters and plot more
fully than the original.
A semi-autobiographical
story of Crowe's own teenage
experience, "Almost Famous"
chronicles the life of young
William Miller, played by
Patrick Fugil. as he explores
ut'BOOTLEO'fgiU
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'Bootleg' DVD packs punch with extras
'BOOTLBO; from page 13
the world of rock n' roll in
ihc early 70s Ensnared In .1
world ol restrictions by an
overprotective mother, MUlei
begins writing tor an underground miisn magazine.
Unaware of Millrr's in
Rolling Stone magazine hires
him to i\ rile .1 stun about .1
band named Stilhvater Miller
|oilU the band, expecting to
tour with them for only ■ few
days end ends up continuing
through the tour across
America as he seeks an Inter-

view with the bend'8 »taf guitar player, Ruseell Hammond
(played by Billy Crudup). As
Miller accompaniei the band
on tour, he learns about more
than just nuisu
The vidro and audio
quality la superb, guaran
teeing the besl viewing
experience possible. The
Unfitted cut also provides
commentary from Crowe,
Crowe's mother and other
k<'\ charai tors
Other features include
B-sides (behind-the-scenes

footage), Crowe's top 10
albums of 1973, the original movie script, articles Crowe wrote for
Rolling
Stone,
deleted
scenes and a 15*minute
sequence of Stillwater's
Cleveland concert.
One extended scene in
which Miller is trying to
convince his mother to
allow him to tour with
Stillwater gives viewers the
option to play "Stairway to
Heaven" along with the
mother-son dialogue.

-■StyfcVfoiljr —

All of these extra features
add to the value of this special edition that enriches the
film on many levels. Also
included with the DVD set is
an audio CD featuring the
songs of SHllwater .is heard in
the movie.
While those who haven't
seen the movie will certainly
enjoy all of the extra features,
the Bootleg cut is mostly
meant for true fans who may
already own the movie. It's
certainly a key part of any
good movie collection

-111* Zirkle House galleries: Artworks Gallery and Other Gallery.
Mon.-Thu. noon-5 p.m., Fri. & Sal. noon-4 pm., free
* Sauhill Gallery: -Intuition. Passion, Process: Works by Dean
Nimmer.- Mon.-Fri. 10:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.. Sat. k Sun. 1:30-4:30
p.m.. free
* New Image Gallery■: "Melinda Trout UBIanc: His Absence is
Palpable,' Mon.-Thur. noon-5 p.m., Fri. & Sat. noon-4 p.m., free

— Pbsfc —
[* JMU Facult) Recital. Sonya Baker, soprano, Wilson Hall,

Poets commemorate
King through verse
POETS,

CHRIS LABZDA/J ktf photi fiapher
Sophomore Jamaal T. Crowder asks. "What do your dreams
consist of?" In a poetry reading at TDU on Friday.
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March /Speak-Out
The poetry reading aimed
to provide students an opportunity to express their feelings
about not only Martin Luther
King, but anything they felt
was relevant to the weekend's
events. The poetry included
topics such as freedom, kindness to others or a lack thereof, seeking the paths of life
and diversity. Duhart read a
poem reflecting the idea th.it
those who take the right, yet
sometimes more difficult,
path in life will catch "the
eyes and the envy of those
that took the easy way out."
Along with making students aware of King's legacy,
the night »%as also about having fun and enjoying life.
Graduate student Tracy Epps
helped organize the night.
"Tonight is 1 night to celebrate
the social aspect of Dr. King's
dream," she said.
Students were invited to
play pool, read poetry, listen
to others perform, eat pizza
and reflect on the important
day of remembrance in the
company of friends and fellow students.
Crowder introduced himself to his audience in a unique
way. "Although I happen to
play football, that is only something I do. I am a poet," he said.
Me proved this to the audience
by reciting two of his compositions concerning topics he

Can you afford NOT
to advertise in
The Breeze?

found important to not only
himself, but to the community
.is ui'll Crowder started practicing his talent in the eighth
grade and said, "I could never
color in the lines, so I started
writing poetry."
"Hearing some of the
things he writes gives me a
different outlook," sophomore
Cory Weathers said. "His
poetry makef me think about
thing-- I wouldn't usually
think about "

1 ,wt year WM the flnrt time
CMISS held the aeries ol
events because it was the first
time JMU observed MLK Day
by closing school. Since last
year* attendance as well as the
number of events has grown
However, Duhart expressed
concern that people do not
take the holiday seriously. He
said he worries that students
now think of school as "something to do (0 fill up time
between
the
weekends"
instead of wanting to educate

themaervea
( 0 thair of the Martin
Luther King March/Speak-Out.
junior lennifer Johnson, who
pariticpated in petitioning JMU
to observe the day, spoke of her
great admiration for King.
"If it wasn't for him and the
actions of others, I would not be
at JMU today," she said.
The events of the week
were organized by a planning
committee of students and
sponsored by CMISS.

I Tue.. .Ian. 22. 8 p.m.. free
1 *.lann.i Baty. soprano, Wilson Hall. Sun.. -Ian. 27. 3 p.m.. free
*JMl' Faculty Recital. Beth Chandler, flute. Wilson Hall. Tue.,
I Jan. 29.8 p.m.. free

-Snhftjio * Dan<ft* -Chamber Music," Jan. 23-26, 8 p.m., Jan. 25. midnight.
Theatre I], Si

—flovies—
I * Grafton-Stovall Theatre: Wed. & Thur. "Joy Ride." Fri. Si Sat.
I Training Day," 7 & 9:30 p.m.. $2 w/.IAC
I * Regal Cinemas 14; "A Beautiful Mind." "Ali." "Black Hawk
I Do«n.""Cosford Park," "Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone."
I "How High," "Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius." "Kate & Leopold,"
I "Monsters, Inc." "Not Another Teen Movie." "Ocean's Eleven,"
I "Orange County." "Snow Dogs." "The Lord of the Rings: The
I Fellowship of the Ring." The Majestic." 'Vanilla Sky," $5.50
I before6 p.m., $725""*'• Call 434-7733
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Dates
Breeze Open House
Monday, Jan. 28
5-6 p.m.

Staff Writers
Workshop
Thursday, Jan. 31
6 p.m.

Come to The Breeze
office in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger Hall
to meet the staff and
learn about joining the
team.

Attend this workshop
as part of The Breeze
staff application
process.

LOOK AT ALL THIS ROOM!

$$$$$$$$$

James Madison University
students will spend
$133.3 million this year.
$$$$$$$$$

10-12 Bedrooms
3 Kitchens

James Madison University
employees will spend
$31.2 million.
$$$$$$$$$

The Breeze reaches those students and
employees. With 22.000 in readership.
The Breeze is distributed free of charge
throughout the JMU community twice
each week. This is the most effective way
to reach this powerful market...

Can you afford NOT to advertise
in The Breeze?
These figures are based on 1995 statistics from
the James Madison University Office of Institutional
Research, and have been adjusted for Inflation.

1 Full Bath

Call for a great deal!
Available 7/0? or 8/0?
I year lease

Can be divided
into separate
apartments

MEN'S
BASKETBALL
vs.

TOWSON
Saturday, January 26, 7 pm
Convocation Center
Your chance to win $10,000 in the
WSVA/Keith's Auto Sales $10,000 Shootout!
Come cheer vour Dukes on to another CAA Victory!

TUESDAY, JAN.

■ Who% a winner?
Find out which Major League
Baseball teams are the winners and
losers so far this off-season.
SM

<tory Mow
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"It's nice to know that you can play and win in
conference basketball when the other team
gives you their best shot and your two leading
scorers have sub-par games."
BUD CHILDERS

women's basketball coach
SM

story below

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

JMU downs UNC-W
Franklin's offense and defense too much for Seahawks
BY DREW WILSON

assistant sports editor
Despite off games by its two
leading scorers, JMU managed
to defeat the University of
North Carolina-Wilmington 6656 Friday in the Convocation
Center for its sixth consecutive
conference win this season.
'It's nice to know that you
can play and win in conference
basketball when the other team
gives you their best shot and
your two leading scorers have
sub-par games," JMU coach
Bud Childers said.
Senior center Hollee Franklin
and junior forward Shanna Price
scored 4 points apiece to push
the Dukes out to an 8-2 lead.
After a jumper by freshman forward Lynn Liburd, UNC-W's
Jeri Lynn Coker nailed a 3-pointer to cut the lead to 5.
JMU increased its lead after
senior guard Allyson Keener
was fouled on a 3-point attempt.
Keener hit all three free throws to
put the Dukes ahead 15-5 with
13 minutes left in the first half.
The Seahawks outscored the
Dukes 9-4 over the next three
minutes and cut the JMU lead to
5 on another 3-pointer by Coker.
Keener countered with a shot
with a 3 of her own, followed by
a basket by Franklin to put JMU
back up by 10.
Price picked up two fouls in
less than two minutes and was
forced to sit on the bench the
final seven minutes of the half.
UNC-W edged back to within 4 points on a shot by Rachel
Friesen-Norwood, but Franklin
hit a jumper with eight seconds
left in the first to give JMU a 3327halftime lead.
Price opened the second
half with a layup, but picked

up her third foul on the other
end of the floor. Price was then
hit with I technical foul after
words with the referee. Price's
third and fourth fouls landed
her on the bench until midway
through the second.
With the score 39-30, junior
forward Nadine Morgan hit her
lone field goal of the game to give
the l>ukes an
11-pointadvanFriday
tage with 16:46
l,\( . \\
to play. After
both
HUM
traded scores,
JMU
UNC-W's
nfe
Jennifer Kapper
sank | 3 and
Friesen-Norwood hit a layup to
cut the JMU lead back to 6 points.
The Seahawks stayed close
and pulled to within 4 points
with under nine minutes to play
when a basket by Vickey Harper
made the score 49-45.
The Dukes increased the lead
back to 8 points on another
jumper by Franklin. With 4:29
left. Keener put the nail in the
coffin with a 3-pointer to put
JMU back ahead by 11.
UNC-W would get as close
as 6 points in the final four minutes, hut the Dukes prevailed as
Childers emptied his bench in
the final minute.
Franklin led JMU with 16
points and three blocks. Keener
finished with 13 points.
"Hollee had a good feel for
the game," Childers said. "We
kept going to her and she made
some clutch plays on the offensive end and scored, but 1 really
liked the way she played
defense. 1 thought she was a real
presence down there and got
some key rebounds."
Franklin said, "I took my

IXive KinVnaff fthftvxmphtr
Freahman Lynn Liburd helped JMU off the bench Friday.

time and used a variety of shots,
which is what Coach Childers
asked me to do — mix it up a little bit. I felt pretty confident
when I got the ball down there."
Franklin attributed her success against UNC-W to Paul
Lambert, a three-year member
of the team's practice squad
"Paul is no joke. He's not
easy and he loves to throw our
shots back in our faces, and I
really had to adjust my shot this
week. I think that definitely carried over into the game."
Price, the team's leading
scorer at 15.8 points per game,
managed to score 11 points,
despite
her foul
trouble.
Morgan, the team's second leading scorer at 12.5 points per
game, scored only 4 points, alt in
the second half.
"Shanna and Nadine got
their first taste of physical basketball, and I think that surprised them," Childers said.
The Dukes continued to get a
lift off the bench, as senior forward Katie Hardbarger matched
her season high with 10 points.
Liburd scored 4 points and
grabbed seven rebounds in a
career-high 27 minutes.
JMU held the Seahawks
leading scorer, Kapper, to just 6
points. Kapper averaged 19.3
points per game coming into
Friday's
game.
Shameka
Montgomery led UNC-W with
18 points, while FriesenNorwood and Coker finished
with 13 apiece.
On Sunday, JMU fell to the
University of Delaware 58-50 in
Wilmington, Del.
JMU held a 40-27 lead in the
second half, but the Fightin' Blue
Hens went on a 15-2 run to be
the game at 42-42 as the Dukes
went cold from the floor.
Delaware took the lead on a
score by Julie Sailor with under
eight minutes to play. The Blue
Hens kept the Dukes in check
the rest of the way to snap JMU's
unbeaten streak in the CAA.
Franklin led the Dukes with
14 points. Keener and Price
added 10 points apiece. Price
■Kored in double-digits for the
thirteenth consecutive game,
but struggled from the field,
shooting 4-24 in the contest
The Dukes travel to George
Mason University Thursday
and return home to face Old
Dominion University Sunday at
2 p.m. The Dukes ended ODU's
113-game conference winning
streak last season when the
Monarchs
came
to
Ffarrisonburg.

DAM KIM ■
Senior center Hollee Franklin's 16 points led the Dukes over the Seahawks 66-56 Friday In the
Convocation Center. JMU returns home Jan. 27 against Old Dominion University at 2 p m

Special day for
Red Sox among off-season winners 'Windy City' sports
STRIKING OUT

Old man winter is really
raining on my parade. The Bears
watched their Cinderella season
come to a close, leaving us with
a little less to root for in the NFL
playoffs. We can't seem to get
any consensus on whether Tom
Brady rumbled that ball or was
attempting to complete a pass to
his right foot.
Personally, this past weekend I needed a respite from
Donovan McNabb and instant
replay reversals. So I popped in
my World Series 2001 DVD and
thought happy thoughts. For
instance, that pitchers and
catchers report in just a month.
Don't get me wrong, I'm
glued to the playoffs like everyone else. I'm also anxiously
awaiting the annual justification
for the existence of basketball,
Duke versus North Carolina. I
just figured that it was about
time to get caught up on the
winners and losers of the offseason race in baseball.

Losers
Oakland Athletics
Hey, last one out turn off the
lights The As still possess one
of the most intimidating rotations in the game with the
combo of Tim Hudson and
Barry Zito. But where's everyone going?

TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL

American League MVP
runner-up
Jason
Giambi
cashed in his respectability for
a ticket to the Bronx. To be
fair, though, Oakland had
plenty of time and opportunity to sign Giambi to a new
contract, but stalled on a notrade clause. As painful as it
will be to see a guy like
Giambi in pinstripes, he
deserves to win.
Closer Jason Isringhousen
said goodbye to the Junior
Circuit by Mining with the
Cardinals. Isringhousen is one
or just a few moves by St.
Louis this off season, but a
good one. The Cards got the
closer they needed.
Back in Oakland, outfield
er Johnny Damon had a poor
season in '01. Despite his AllStar caliber season in 2000,
the down year was enough to
allow the As to let the centerfielder to sign in Boston.

General

Manager

Billy

DeeiM >» date has made only
one notable move to make up
lor the slew DI Kisses. Hie loss
oi Isringhousen will be somewhat softened by the acquisition of fire-baller Billy Koch
from Toronto
Cleveland Indians
General Manager

Mark

Shapiro is cleaning house. A
year after losing Manny
Ramirez to the Red Sox, the
Tribe gave future Hall-of-Famer
Roberto Alomar away to the
Mets for Matt [.aw ton and an "I
|heart| New York" T-shirt.

-44Everett is more trouble
than he i worth. While

he is a great hitter, he's
capable of taking a
clubhouse apart in

seconds.
-99-Cleveland signed the temperamental Juan Gonzalez to
make up for the loss of Manny
Ramirez last winter, but a year
later he's gone again. Gonzalez
is headed ha* k In lexas loo bad
the guy can't throw a breaking
ball The Rangers are still on the
outside looking in.
A less notable loss for the
Indians is Marty Cordova to the
Orioles. Apparently Cordova
was put off by his first season in
Cleveland, what with the winning and playoffs and all. Good

thing he signed with a team
owned by Peter Angelos. I njov
the early vacation, Marty.
Winners
Boston Red Sox
Beantown faithful could
have a moreen|ovable summer
in '02. In center Damon
replaces Carl Everett who
elected to |oin Ins go.nl Inend
John Rocker in lexas I \ erett is
more trouble than he 'a worth
While he is a great hitter, he's
capable of taking I clubhouse'
apart in seconds.
I he question mark lor years
in Boston has been who pit, lies
after Pedro Martinez they've
tried any number of combinations, but have failed to find
consistency.
Things
could
ihange (his season ,is the Red
Sox have added right-handers
John Burkett from the Braves
and Dustin Htrnnnson from
the Cardinals. Burkett was an
All star tor Atlanta in '01 and
I let mans-MI is ,i solid starter
Boston acquired Mcond
baseman I'okev Reese in a trade
from the Rockies, then promptly
released him while attempting
losign him If the Red Sox take a
chance on Reese* and It pays off,
defensively it will create l

B> J. A. AlMNDE
LOS Angtfos linns
You might Me Wizards 77,
Bulls 69 and Eagles 33, Bears \9
and think Chicago was a two
tinie loser Siturday.
Uhuh
This was a special day for
the city, a day when it was the
center ot Ihe sports world
It was a chance t»> savor and
remember some of the privileges ol being a < Imago ^-r\-~
fan over the years I ike the
opportunity to drive wesl on
Madison Avenue and watch
Michael lordan Or the chance
to watch the Nil playoffs In
(amiliar N tidier held that , hill\
but intimate laketiont stadium
with the majestic columns.
They got to honor Jordan,
something they never lire of
doing, And it t»>ok the great pla\
of Ckmovan McNabb to knock
the Bears out of the plavotfs
That's Donovan McNabb from
Mount Carmel High on the
SouthSdeofl hkago>m) frltnd
See, the dry couldn't lose
The\ got to show on Ihe lung
power oi me - 1,534 fans .11 the
United tenter ami the 66,944
tans sitting through sub-freezing
temperatures .it Soldier I leld

tee VOW, peer I£

focal city, weal fans As
lordan'sagenl I tavid I alk said.

"Any tans that could support
the ( UDS through 50 years have
lobe gre.il
Want to know the power of
the Chicago tans' Ihey lamed
lordan. They turned the greatest
competitor Ihe NBA has soen
into a pussycat.
Thev showered him with
affection, used then lungs and
hands to repay him for the six
championships he won tor
them and the 29,277 points he
I lor them .i\Mi the countless
number
ol
Michael
Momenta) he gave them.
Hut he COUknYl hung him*
■tll to hate Chicago «m
Saturday,
Ihe < It) always
showed him love.
Wizard * oai h I toug I oUlns
recalled the days when he
COB! Ned a younger Ionian with
the Hulls an.) the fans would
make
the
old
* Imago
Stadium's foundation shake
when M| took the court
l remember,
And from
North < arattna ' and not being
able to hear am thing State,
Collins said I he stadium used
to sway You could fieel tt move "
I his tune he was Ihe last visitor Introduced, and with (,ir
less fanfare
*v CHICAGO, imp lb ~

16ITHK
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Now for sale: one
World Series title
despicable way in which he
acted
to
ensure
that
steinbrenner would pay anything to resign him In a brillianl move. Wells allowed
the Diamondbacks to court
him He visited the Valley,
making sure to get himself
on screen with Arizona
owner )erry Colangelo.
Wells knew
that if
Mi'inbrenner saw that he
v\,is about to lose out to
Arizona for the second time
in two months, no expense
would be spared to lure the
lefty back to the Bronx. It
worked, reportedly, to the
1 haglirt of New
York
General
Manager
Brian
Cashman and manager Joe
Torre who questioned the
signing.
All this being said, there
is still a month left before
Spring Training and over
two months before Opening
Day. There's plenty of time
for the losers to get their act
together and the winners to
full some bonehead moves.
II keep an eye on it, as long
.is it doesn't interfere with
Duke-Carolina.

NOW, from p»gt 15

dyn.imu' middle infield with
Nom.iT Gaidapom.
New York Yankees
Now th.it owner George
Steinbrennei knows wh.it it
feels liki' to lose .1 World

Strict he no longer cam II
people know th.»t he'l Irving
to buy the next (ew. After
MutJns to watch the repta)
of Arizona'i Luia Gonzalez
dumping ,i Hoatei Into shallow center field, I .(-ok ,1 look
M the list "i off-season men es
m.uie In the Bronx
We don't need to mention
Giambi again, thai move
speaks tor itself \H Giambi
brings is .1 gre.it Kit and
clubhouse presence rhere's
no way to lose by signing
Jason Giambi
The
I >iamonbacks'
mediocre line-up proved
that where the Yankees are
hurting is middle relief.
Steinbrenner attacked this
deficient l>\ signing righthander Steve Karsay from
Atlanta.
To make up for the loss of
third-baseman Scott BrOSluS
to retirement, the Bombers
conned Robin Ventura away
from the Mets. While his bat
may be suspect, Ventura
giws the Yankees the N-.1
defensive third-basemen in
the National League.
This brings us to left
hander David Wells and the

Travis
Qingmpeel 1I ngltth major
:rho ;all be a
again
next year.

775 Cantrell Ave.
(next to Hardees)
432-9996

_r
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If Your Doctor Is Miles Away
And You Need Treatment For:

Chicago comes out on top
CHICAGO, from fge 15
"A 6-6 forward from North
Carolina, Michael Jordan."

But the crowd kept cheering
and it wouldn't die down. The
wave of noise crested, recovered, then surged again.
Jordan waved. His eyes
looked watery. He smiled.
Finally, after more th.111 .1
minute, they turned off the
lights and began the Bulls intro
duct ion*. Traditionally, especially in the glory years, that was
the cue for Bulls fans to go
crazy. This time they booed.
They weren't ready to stop
applauding Jordan.

-6 61 had a lough lime
playing against Chicago
... it's like playing
against a relative
— Michael Jordan
Wizards forward

55
"Thank God they cut the
lights out, or we'd be sitting
there still, I'm sure," Jordan said.
Jordan still couldn't believe
the outpouring of emotion.
"Almost had me crying.'' he
said. "How am I supposed to
play after that?"
He couldn't. Not to his old
standards, of course, but not
even up to par with the better
efforts of his Litest comeback
He scored only 16 points and
missed 14 of his 21 shots, even
threw up a couple of airballs

Mon.- Fri. 9 am-7 pm
Sat. 10am-4pm
Sun. lpm-5pm

He committed nine turnovers
"When the crowd started
that whole thing, it was tough
for me to play," he said. "I had
a tough time playing against
Chicago, because it's like playing against a relative "
It didn't help that he had to
go against the in-your-face
defense of Ron Artest.
Artest certainly didn't show
Jordan any reverence when he
was guarding him. He didn't
even appreciate the delay in the
Bulls' introductions for Jordan.
"I didn't like that," Artest
said. "After they called him, they
should call us nght out."
By the time Jordan finished
addressing the media and the
cab dropped me off at Soldier
Field, it was the second quarter
of the Bears-Eagle game. At
times it appeared the Bears
could continue their wacky, winning ways. Thanks to a 47-yard
run on a reverse and a 39-yard
interception return, the Bears
had a 14-13 lead in the third
quarter even though they were
being dominated statistically
But McNabb proved to be
too good. He recognized
defenses, spotting blitzes,
mismatches and mistakes I Itused his fleet feet primarily
to escape trouble in the pocket and took off running only
when necessary.
He drubbed the Bears tor 262
yards passing and two touchdowns and ran for 37 mon' yards
plus a touchdown. After he ran 5
yards for the Eagles' final points
with 3:21 to play, he dunked the
ball over the crossbar.
That's one more dunk than
Jordan had on the day.
But, as McNabb noted, he
was wearing Air Jordan shoes.

SPORTS
E K L "C

Wednesday, Jan. 23

JMU places fifth at state
wrestling championships
The JMU wrestling team
finished fifth at the Virginia
Intercollegiate
State
Wrestling Championships
in Charlottesville
Junior Seth Cameron
picked up first place in the
165 lbs. class.
Men's and women's

swimming & diving

- Men's basketball travels to
face the College of William &
Mary in Williamsburg.
Thursday, |an- 24
- Women's basketball battles
George
Mason
University in Fairfax.
- Track and field competes at
the Virginia Tech Invitational.

sweep tri-meet
The JMU men's and
women's swimming and
diving teams swept both
Old Dominion University
and Davidson College.
The men's team crushed
I >.n ulson 134-78 and Old
Dominion 135-97.
On the women's side,
JMU destroyed Davidson
180-61 and deafeated the
Monarchs 142-100.
JMU basketball drops close
match-up with UNC-VV
Sophomore guard Chris
Williams missed a potential
game-tying floater with two
seconds remaining in JMU's
63-59 loss to UNC-W.
Sophomore forward
Dwayne Broyles led the
Dukes with 17 points.

D

-fY\

- Men's and women's track
and field compete at the
I'enn
State
University
National Open in State

College, r.i

- Men's basketball hosts
Towson University at 7 p.m.
in the Convocation Center.
- Track and field continues
competition at Pcnn State
I 'ni\vrsity National Open.
- Women's swimming and
diving take on the University
of Richmond in Richmond.
-Women's gymnastics
hosts Rutgers University
at 1 p.m.

m

EMERGICARE

Minor Injuries and Illnesses
Sports Injuries • Sprains • Mono
Strep Throat • Lacerations
In-house STD Testing

Where Patients ere Sending Their Friends

J

All Major bank cards accepted
and we will file your insurance
claim for you!

No Appointment Necessary • OPEN 7 Days a Week

_ VJ_ ^ _

Come Down For So

">,

.fTain merit
Program changes beginning Fall 2002:
. NO LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT !
. New faculty
. New courses

Huge Sandwich Menu
Vegetarian Dishes
Pizza
Crablegs and Shrimp

Tues, Jan. 22
Jimmy 'O'

Hotdogs
Wings- 25C each Mon&Thurs

Thurs, Jan 24
Jon Fritz
Fri, Jan 25
Gypsy

Salads
Pastas
Steaks
Homemade Soups
Only Raw Bar in Harrisonburg
Catering Available

/

Sunday Brunch 11a.rn.-3p.rn

ft
30 W Wator St Hamwrburg
7 Days a Week. 11am - 2am
433-9874

n 'S
L SEAFOOD BAR

&

GRILL

Head To Plan 9 For lyeuu & Used DVDs!

JMU's Semester in Paris program:
= Study at Reid Hall in Paris, the "City of Light"
a Live with a French family
s See the very best in theater, concerts and
museums
a Travel throughout France
a Earn 15-18 credit hours while living in one of the world's
most exciting cities.
Several courses are available:
Arth 4] 7 Mastetpieces of French An
Fr 307 French History

ou5

f„nandlhefu''
0NSAUS2V99

Maih
seaion1
ONS*U$Z9 99

Buffyih. Vampir,
Slayer
•mon I
0NSAIEJ29 9J

WAV

AmMican
ON IMfffl*

W

oihsi ho, sailing dtda. Moulin Rouge U2 Quasi A* Folk Almosi rsmous <I»,I ilyp•„•
Now Blldgsl Ions s Diary Clockwork Or wSf Final Fimny The Godfalhar Collection
Glaas House Joepeii Cieepei* Juraaalc Park 3 Dave Manhewa Band Pa ail Harbor
Polanm of ihe Apos Rush Hour Shiek Simpsons Soprano* Star Wars Episode One
Tomb Riidei Whsi a the Worav That Could Happen?
and moie

Plan 9 has a m mumu miiiiliiii ol man OVDs m m mil prices.
Plan 9 iil:ii i :i|ii;i;i,ili/, ill in used DVDs. :;n blind n:; mini III II:; mill m;i uasli inHiiij!
434-9999
1790-96 E MARKET STREET
Kroger Shopping Cent*
M IIAHimOMMMO Wlh WOWIt IN
CHAIIlOirfSVHlf AND RICHMOND TOO?

www.piliii9mmlc.com
ISMsLlANlS'"

LISTEN BEFORE YOU BUT!
■•

.■

..

,..

,..

Fr 308 Contemporar) French Civilization
Fr 400 Advanced Conversation
Fr 420 French Theatre
Mus 200 Music in General Culture
Arth 41? Masterpieces of French An

For more information, contact the Office of International Programs in Hillcrest East, 568-6419
iniemaiionarfljmu.edu. www.jmu.edu'in
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udacris
w/2 Skinnee J's

Ticket Outlets:
Warren Hall Box Office
Plan-9 Harrisonburg
Plan-9 UVa
www.musictoday.com

$2D w/JAC, limit 2
atWHBD
S25 General Public
and at the door

Saturday February 16
Convocation Center
Show Starts at 9:30 p.m.
Doors Open at 8:30p.m.

For more information call 5G8-G2I7. visit www.upb.org^
or call the Warren Hall Box Office at 568-7960

it's not for everyone,
but that's

poin
Sure, Army ROTC isn't a piece of cake. After all, in here you'll push yourself. Test your limits.
And in the process, develop skills that'll last a lifetime. Like how to think on your feet and be
a good leader and decision maker. You could even get a scholarship. Register today for an Army
ROTC class. Because you're not just like "everyone."

Sign up for c|asses NQW!

Call 568-3633
ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

OPB

f
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terested
in doing comics for The Breeze?
■ Hi
call Stephanie at X6749
- ,f ■
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Recruiting Has Begun!
Apply now to be an

INTERNATIONAL
INTERN
Work hard. Get paid.
More than 50 positions are available
for next fall, spring, and summer terms
in Western/Eastern Europe & Latin America.

Contact Judy Cohen's office for details:

Please submit a cover letter, resume, and 5
clips to Julie Sproesser in The Breeze office in
the basement of Anthony-Seeder

Phone 568-6979 or e-mail <cohenjk@jmu.edu>
or come to Hillcrest for an application
or go to www.jmu.edu/international/internships
Deadline? March 1st for aU terms

by Feb. 8, 2002.

This is opportunity knocking ...
For more information, please call 568-6127.

TUESDAY. JAN.
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£U4£SLLll£llS
FOR RENT
ROOSEVELT SQUARE
4 BR furnished townhouscs
w i). D w \ (
2 Blocks from campm'
Kline Realty
438-8800

Call Anytime!

Commons Summer ftvblease Available May 2002 Two rooms
available in a 4 8R. 2 bath apt
Fully furnished, new carpet. W/D,
D/W. deck. 1259/person all
utilities except electric. Female,
nonsmohers only. Call 4383548Leave message.
291. 2S3 Campbell Street «
•
available June 1. 2002. Nee area
Call 433-6047.

J-M
APARTMENTS
4.18-8800. Anytime!
2002 - 2003

Mt Viewlbumfwuses
IMi.'r..«nv\Mll'V.
tuirn SI.175
llie.«hr..m«. trwih- W/D.IWV.
G1».AA>A«ti.lt*»>IM)l«i: IIJOO
12»-4n.vn. »hw*.A».iur4r
7*Mi: •
<I
(■lltA7-f.175l.rfi,'

2 RR Apt. $400 in., or

Augu.l 2002

521 W. xi.,, k, i. 45

.1 BRApl. SMOmo or

rooms. Available M/0I1I2.

1170 penon

W/D. IVW.IVD. 11,100,

4 BR \p|. S-'Omo or
280 W. Wolfe - *,ih

SIXII person

Kisemcni. pets welcome.
(>'h i>/ tth | |

|

eompkxm toJMi'

' at 1357 S Man
(Or rent to a troup of 6/7. tear lease
with depose required 434O670

Hoeaes • 259 Newman. 1351 S.
Mam, 1174 Harmon. 1173 Harrison
433-2126
■MDlimi AvaaaMa hnmedtotaty • ?05
Newman Avenue *3 $262 monthly
Call Kan. 4335750. eit. 201

|VV\

WlMil) AvaiUbk

bedrooms, furnshed. Ethernet groups
of 5 preferred. S220/mo. One year
lease (8/02 8/03) 70345O5008,
2002 - 200J Hunter's
Ridge Townhouse*
BCM In .nmplo must BM

ClOflB toumpus $235 per
bodriHuii Call lot iiioii-

Take Over Lease • on bedroom/private bath unit at South
View's JMU housing. The unit is
furnished and in great shape wtth a
perfect location. Rent is $290
monthly. Please call 896 1555
after 4:30 or 8968956 8 am 4
p.m.
Email
address
it
scoit>rockingham.kl2 va us
Nags Head Student tumn
Rentals - seabree^erea'fy cc
- '- .

FOR SALE
Girl Scout Cookie Sale • Troop
■529 To order call 896 3478
Brawlng supplies, Ingredients,
Taps • Ukjestone Cellars. 4326799.
181 S. Main. wwwflCBr7fW.com

323 W. Wat*.
W. Water 3 bedroom, $750 each.

I mdrnoiil*
M*tis.nTerr*c
Hunters RHl^c

87?>9947

1996 Surukl Katana BOOcc •
7.500 miles, dual exhaust, custom
yellow paint, cover and helmet
included. $3,600. o.b.o. Contact
Justin: moran|m#jmu edu or call
612 4453. For pics/more into:
www geocties C0"T/my96i>«(ana

■

1S*4 Honaa Aceord EX. 2 doc* coupe.
5 spaed, great condition, loaded
Asking $6,500. Call 879-2706.

: IkdriHimItunacrs Hul^c

Check Out Tlwse
Great Rentals for
2002 -2003

Mada*ailr$Bssi
Maidxn Terraic
OanssMMassI llims.-

Classic 30 Tube Amp • $400.
ob.o 4326799

. .-

274 Old S. MlKh
82 50/ person

DevesLsH l..»nh.«.ses
Mm..
I»ili- (lardent
MaJiwKi (iaidcnt
MnliM>nTerraor

8215/penMin. 4 htttTTflrlll 2
llvitui roniiis W/D. D/W.

lojaan
InoeiMlv Pan

A/C. 2 baths

'. >•! $I7S

1335 Devon Lame - 9

4 bed rooms

bedrooms, rrw rarprl. W/[>.
D/W. A/C. 8700/mo.

,

\ . i 11

■

i

i iJ Hoast

I

I

Pal Mill
■

3 BR on Franklin 81. -

Mason Strret. I. 2.3
bedroom arMirtinenis. From
8240/prrson Water InrliKlrd
Kline Really Property Mgmi

4388800

■SUMMER IN MAINK
Malc/Tcmale inslruclon
needed. Tennis. Swim, l-and
Sports. Canoe. Kayak. Sail.
Water-ski. Outdoor Living.
Roiks. Hopes, Arts. Theatre
and Riding Picturesque
lixation*. exceptional facilities
June to August. Residential
Apply on-line or call.
IKIITI \M

(

WIT

I.ariit- SelrtlioH s| HMIIMI iiiikliM.-. I A AsMwiHtes
PniperO \l.
,, n.ni
MrisamwajaassLesai

4.34-5154)

WaltressM Naadad - less' Lunch.
Sophomores and Juniors only.
RepgMi n BtnNri
S2S0 A Day Potential • bartending
Training provded 16002933986,
e«t 215

Book your trip with
SluoYiiK jtt.iom .iml save up
in $100 per person IO Cancun.
Bahamas. Jamaica, Padre and
Florida. Movt popular student

*—..Ik ilWC-ft,
"Til to)
low in r»aara • Panama Cfry
IVl
cA»tm i s irrs WAMJCD
ream a war* roa ran
)mi Part** an Sprlntf BjIBBjl

hotels including |he Oasis jiuf
ihe Nassau Marriott ( r\ -tit
Palate! Price* Man at $399'
Sale ends won! CALL NOW •
I 800 293-1443 or go to
StudcnlCily.com'
Spring Break Panama City • from
$129' Boardwalk room with kitchen
neit to dubs' 7 parties' Daytona
$159' spnngorearVrraveJ.com
1-8006786386
Spring Braak ■
■
i,ir> ..
and all Fiorrta destinations Best
hotels, free parties, lowest prices'
www. Onrakers rravei com
16009856789

SPRING BREM
Caun, ilupuko, Vualljn.
Jamaica Banimis i S.Ptdrt
I w*/w.$ludentexpress.com I
I Call Now: 1800 7873787 J
Spring Break With 43S-RIOC - m
Florida Call 435-RlDE. leave
raMBBjl
Spring Braak Bahamas Party
Cruiaal 5 days $279! includes
meals and free parties! Awesome
beeches, nightlife! Departs from
Florida' Cancun and Jamaica
$459' www.spnngfjraaMrave). com
18006786386
Art Nawl Guarantee me bast Spring
Break prices' South Padre. Cancun.
Jamaca, Bahamas, Acaputco. Ronda
and Man* Gras Reps needed., travel
free, earn $$$ Group dscounta for 6«
18008388203
www lessuretars corn

WtrM mpplaktrump com

CAMPTAKAJO
for Boys:
I-W0-25O4B33
ii a " , timptakajo.iom

Spring Braak Spat
Travel Services has negotiated
discounted rates at properties m
Meilco. Jamaica. Bahamas, and
Florida Save up to $100 par
person! Call 8006484849 or visit
our website www. sfstraw', com
t Don't torget
sun protection! Try Mary Kay's Sun
Essentials products (sunblock. IID
protector, sunlasa tanning lotion). E
ntel Stapane, stnx66sftiotmaa.com
or call 4334847, laave message.
Spring Break lickils!
XI i rHEE MT\ .ud»«. Id*
uisckii Uki»> »IKII |m N.ik ran
Spriti Brtafc Ihruugh
SlKtSriMf ily.rwn! (io 10 MTV*—

193-1443ItardtaHil nsmiad
I '

i- limned

PERSONALS
Prance/Switzerland
May 6 • 24. 2002
ana

GeMm) • CAj/nri ■ Cnaivuai •

Provfiut - Hivirta /.with
Lmrntf • Imnlattn ■ Bern
Contact Or MannHamlelMrt/

Keen) 421. 561 *0W. hamleimi
An You OpDrattng a Daadry Wwapon?
Free, anonymous HIV testing. Call
5686177 tor an apportment
Jwnnaar R. - Thanks tor the greatest
date ever- What a blast! Looking
forward to ssseajj you again
Richard S. - Congratuaijons on your
22nd c-rUdar* It was a grand event!
and we a* had a great time*
•a" at 1357 S Mam
for rent to a group of 6/7. veer lease
with depoat reoueed. 434O670

37 year old. white. Christian/
Mennonite. average build male
from the Harnsonburg area who
doesn't drink or smoke and
enjoys church (eiiowslnp. is
praying/looking for a Single whits
Christian
family oriented.
nondnnking. nonsmoking female
age 22
35. slander to average
build, enjoys church fellowship
and who is cute, attractive, and
has a wide variety of interests
who would like to date and
possibly marry. Senous inquiries
only. Please email me at
sknursele>hotmail com

Adoption
I rniplc wishes to adopt infant We
love pj'cntin,: nur daughter JIHI
»ani I.I vturc.nif Ipntl wuh
another dhid WUf ; |
expenses Please eaj| J^k Dunne
at l-«oo-7?t.h<il

PAID MGT. INTERNSHIPS

SPRIHGBfiM

EORSI \1MFK2m)2
Build jrOSI resume Earn over
W.llli this summer Limned

Besl Airlines

SERVICES

HMIIM.IIM.

number i*f nosiimn* ivailahtc

C

~*~

acn«s VA Apply on line today'
Besl Prices t Best Parlies
Mini i
rtfjfdini Ihc inveMi|inni of
TlluiKing nuvinru .pprtunucv.

A FREE SPRINC BREAK!

HELP WANTED

Spring Break
Super Sale!

or call SiiKlcoKn. .om al I WHl

k.tancun ICIDIIIN MuMba^
SSS1 B3i;im
r
Honaa. >0MhPadrelslM« ^

LAST MINUTE SPECIALS!!
SAVI ue ro I roe eia PIUONGroup Organizers Travel Free.
Call (or Details!'

Gomv. cmiHom

lliii.-.u In,I «>i-".l>-55lll

riJ;Wii<i;irna
micntiNTrn n/ic*/icrxt

liook on-line
»»!"►.Min\p/a\Mlnur\ mm
l-SOO-416-7710
• 1 Spring Break Vacatlonsl
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas, and
Florida! Best parties, best hotels.
best prices! Space is limned! Hurry
upend book now! 1600234-7007.
• 1 Sprint Break Operator! :
lowest prices, greatest parties.
awesome meal deals, and
reliable service to all your
lavorite places. Check it out at
www vagabondtours com or call
us at 1 866 VAGABOND.

56fcV6127

800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

ll.«iro l^cOlnJllonsP•^^es, Lowell
Pncei Ciuarantct.r Baal
Airlines lloteli! 2 Free Trip* tin IS

• SOUTHPADRI •
• PANAMA CITY BIACH'
• STEAMBOAT• BRICKENEIDGE •
• DAYTONA BEACH-ASPEN-

www.3unchase.com
1.800-3PHCHAS1

Subscriptions to
The Breeze
Call for more information!

-—studentexpress

TRAVEL

www.tuilkinpainlers.ciMn

Are Available!

1800 SURFS UP

■

1

40 f»« mil Wmlcom* PjyjfcjfJ

Acaputco A Bahamas • W2f.

for Girls

THUlF Mountain Road Blka
Rack - Great condition. S225. Palm
Pilot MIOO $60 Must sell both.
Call Christian at (c) 246-8669.
(h> 438-4140.

? IkllllHMMS
liaaasn Ulaga Left

Deck House - 437 S

/MMfc. MXM»

Sales Lam Cash1 Group Discount*!

6275/prrson. W/D. D/W,

Hardwood floors, two level*.
water furnished, quirt kx jUon

In Town - needs edtfors
and reporters. Call 560-0679 or
8010920

ortKI tv Hellci hu.inc.v

AM/FM Starao Recatvar • Optimus
Digital Synthesized. Used very
little. $50 or make an o(fer
Quasar VCR with remote, needs
cleaning grve away Cai 434-1241.
■ .,■ "i v. aj|

Hoow-v.It Street. PUTnaftaBd.
A/C Availably AuynM i

SI/PER SPECIALS'.!!

Chad care Provider Poettloa • for
(acuity children. 6 - 12 hours/week.
568-3068, 4337127.

Ibanai RG470IB lawal Blue
Electric Oultar - with case and
stand. Alter market Seymora
Duncan pick-up. Floyd Rose
tremolo bridge, and Rosewood
finger board. Asking $350. 574-4692
or dul(cmS>|mu.adu.

Mssa

4 Bedroom House -

MEE-BE

far* Up te MOO Per Week assembling products at home No
etpenence. Info. 19856461700.
Dept. VA 4806

!■« im« inloimalion jnj J»IMJIKC

3 Bedroom House

Hunters Rldjje Townhouae
Available Autfusi |

S1.5O0 Weekly Potential
.
,
our circulars. Free information Call
2036830202.

Sola. Lovaaaat. and Entertalnmant
CantarS175 oho Pa" AVi<tCK'>

Oatgerbrcad

Want a Nice 2 Bedroom Apartment?
Try wwwcasrfepropprf) com

Stuaertt for Office • and some
outside work at local business
Computer and business skills
desired. Good working conditions
and may lead to full time m future.
4331234, 900 a.m. 5:00 p.m.

1-800-997-4347

inforinjlinn. I V K42.V

OffCampusllousiuKiimi
Mil n\\i \ t MOID:

Noc»pcnence reouired. part-lime,
evening and uecfcendi Will ran
and supply equipment Mu«i hate
iianapwialion Call Jennai612-77I5
or Andy t-rfl-lree at I -866 HB2 :t«7

6/01/02. $1,000

( all 867-9375 today!
Mason Newman House (or Rant
205 Newman Avenue large bock
house, built in 1896. <n Old Town
Harnsonburg is available (or the
2002
2003 school tear. House
can accommodate 11 people.
Great (or groups individual leases
between »212 and »292 per
person
Can Kim for more
information. 4335750. eit. 200.

for Classic Photo, Inc.

Available 6/01 ft): .$750
M69Harrisun-4ruomv

Kline Krallt PltfNVtJ MgHt

rimt<.-1 ,ipii,■ i v Wanted

\vailtblc July or

$200 person hthemelavailable

Ml. View Drive Townhouse • 5
3 Beeroom. 2 Bath - oeo. *,,n. iu
class. (230 3 Bedroom Townhouse ■
2.5 baths, deck, walk to class,
$270 432 6993

165 N. High- 10-12 linjt

I BRApl. BSOftM

. Mrwma fa /fi
The Early Bird Oets the House
the late one lives m an apartment
See what's available tor 2002
2003 wtvw.ca9twproperiy.com

Check Out These
Great Houses!
Hurrv. iho-11 «f*S77

CONCUH
JMMAICM
aaHAMas
nomua

Send a
Valentine
Classified Ad
to your
Sweetheart!
S3.00 for the fir»t 10

>\>

words and $2.00 each
additional 10 words.

5>*-s^" 3
<wwa>>>ri«CN>*a-Ot*l7fCr.

Call 568-6127

:M*f£H.M.-»1

Sell your items in The Breeze classifieds!
Just $15 to run your ad until it sells or for the
entire semester (whichever comes first)!*
This offer is good through April 25. 2002 and only applies to advertising
in the "For Sale" section. Ads must be 30 words or less. Offer applies to individual items only.
Retail stores and businesses do not qualify for this special offer.
All ads are subject to Breeze approval.
Don't miss out on this great deal!
568-6127

Rush Delta Sigma Pi
Co-Ed Business Fraternity

Informational Sessions:
Tonight, January 22, 8pm Room 105
Tomorrow, January 23, 8pm, Room 105
driesswg@jmu.edu

www.jmu.edu/deltasig

20, THE

BREEZE | TUESDAY, JAN.

22. 2002

Breeze Open House
WHEN

Monday, January 28, 2002 at 5pm

In the Breeze office in the
basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall

WHERE

Come learn about job opportunities
on the Breeze staff in both advertising
and editorial. Jobs available in the
coming year include:

WHAT

• Advertising Executives

• Opinion Editor

• Ad Designers

• Art Director

• News Editors

• Photo Editors

• Style Editors

• Graphics Editor

• Sports Editors

• Web Master

• Focus Editor

• Online Editor

Copy Editors

• Online Design Editor

All majors welcome!
Refreshments will be provided!

Call 568-6127 for more information
.

